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Introduction. 

Altho~the subject of individual differences ~ 
comparatively new from the standpoint of exrerimentnl 

treatment, it is~ theme which has been pondered over many 

tines in practical life, from the very beginning of tim~ 

Whenever men are confronted with the problem of choosing 

from a great number of individuals one who oan aoool!lplish 

a task most effieiently, the question of individual differ

ences immediately arises. That every man differs fro~ his 

neighbor is a faot universally recognized. But what means 

have wel!l~se~of d"etermining these differences? The 

mep.surine rod commonly applied is "general impression", and 

this is usually reliable if we have the time to form the 

proper impression. But it takes time. If the world of 

bUSiness had a few Mental tests, a reliable mensurine rod 

of an individual's ability, what a saving of time and 

trouble it would be. 
;dI 

Before psychologT cnn seoure a patent on/ and turn 

over to the business worl~such a Measure it is necessary 

for thel!l to deterr!line this fact: "If ~rou measure one 

function of mind, what do the results tell you about 

other functions." This rmst be decided for the very 

obvious reason that no eovernment or other eI:lployer of 

men will hp.ve time to test all the oental functions of the 

indi viduals seeking emplo~rment. In carrying out an ex-

periment to solve such a prohlsl!l as the one just Mention

ed, a ~reat deal of time and patience is required both 
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of the experiMenter and the subjects. 

) To Dr. W. H. Pyle, As~ociate Professor of EducRtional 

Pa:rcholor,;:,r in the Uni versi ty of lIissouri, I am part icular-

ly indebted for the most valuable assistance in securine 

the sao ject s and guiding the experiment wi th mnn~T helpful 

sue-eestions; also to UisH Harriette Simpson, Hiss Anna 

Wells. fl.ncl. r:iS;3 Erma Wal tner who assisted in workine out 

and checking the many correlations. 



The Problem. 
~, 

When tho science of psychology was still in its 

infanc~l. and the main object of study was to establish 

general laws. the individual variations. which were 

discovered in investigations, were regarded by the ex-

periMenters as factors which could be ignored. As the 

science developed. however, these individual differen

ces came to be studied for their own value, and they 

now have a literature of their own. This will be seen 

by a glance· at t.he bibliography in William stern's 

"Differentielle Psychologie". Individual psychology 

eMploys the same methods of procedure as general psy

chology. but it extends these and reforms them accord

ing to its own requirements. 

Naturally the first step in individual psychology 

was the enume~ation of the various individual dlffer-

ences. This part of the task was accomplished by the 

earliest workers in the field. The trouble has been 

that until recently the entire study oonsisted of mere 

ennmeration, the relation of one difference to another 

being wholly neglected. 

The fundamental individual differences can, ac

cording to !,:eumann. be classffied according as they 

aTlpear in the intellectual. the emotional. or the vol-
I '--~ 

itional life. \ It . is a part of t~e ~lrst olass - the 

intellectual - that we are concerned with in this 

paper. namely. individual differences in the ~
ri funct ions. One of the chief tasks is t.o discover 

the inner relation of these differences in. the same 

.',1. 
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individual, and the dependence of one type of difference 

upon another. 
o-v..-t- s 

~eQI bnii.i~~~l A~~ often wonder~ in just what res-

pects he differs intellectually from his fellows. In 

attemptine to solve this problem, one of the most pressing 

questions that presented itself to psychologists for an 

answer wad: Does the difference between normal individuals 

depend upon a difference in a 'general ability', or is it 

due to an unequal distribution of specific abilities? 

Part of this paper is concerned with these two questions. 

The aim of this experiment is (1) to discover whBt indiv

idual differences exist between noraH'''.! adults of approxim

ately the seme age, social status, nationality and educa

tional trainine; and (2) to find out by an examination of 

the data collected in solving the first part of the prob

lem the exact nature of these differences. This involves 

the problem of whether each individual has certain differ-

ences - which means certain mental functions - that hang 

together, or possesses a general ability in every mental 

fUnction that enables him to do one thing about as well 

as anot:!1er. 
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II. 

A Brief Review of the Literature on Individual Differences. 

My survey of the previous treatment of the problem of 

individual differences will be unusually brief for the 

reason that the work done in this field has reached a point 

where summarizing results is a comparatively easy task. I 

shall endeavor to give a brief exposition of the chief 

theories held by psychologists who have worked in the field 

and treat briefly the contributions made to each theory. 

Three distinctly different theories have been evolved: 

1. The 1'heory of Specific Abilities. The pS~Tcholo

gists who have championed this doctrine hold the view that 

ability in any act depends upon a complex system of factors, 

and that a correlation between two acts of any kind merely 

shows to whRt degree the factors going to make up one act 

happen to be identical with, or very closely associated 

with, the factors demanded in the performance of the other 

act. This theory is the oldest of the three. It/smacks' 
c 

of faAIlty psychology. This was Thorndike's oriGinal view; 

Norsworthy also held it. 

2. The Theory of 'General Ability'. According to this 

theor~' all acts depend upon one and the same general common 

factor, i.e~, each individual has a oertain fund Of~ 
or 'intelligence' or 'ability' which will aid him in the 

performance of an:' ana ever:~ act. Of conrse the SU}lporters 

of .this view add as a corollary to it the statement that 

each act demands certain specific factors which differ 
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from the ones s1l.pplied b~7 the eeneral a.b_~ This mea.ns 

that all ~inds of performances should give .(correlat ion wi th 

all other performances, taken singly or as a group; whether 

the correlation is hieh or low depends upon the extent to 

which the acts being correlated demand .. the use of the 

co~mon factor or 'intellieenoe' or 'ability'. It is this 

view that is vigorously supported by the British school of 

psycholQeists • 

3. The 'faoulty', 'type', or'level' theory. This 

theory lies between the two extremes mentioned above. The 

view supported here Is, that an individual who does a cer

tain performance well c~n also do certain other related 

performances well. In other words, certain mental funct

ions hane toeether, but one set of funotions exolude certain 

others. The pS~Tcholoeists upholdine this view assume a 

high correlation between all performances beloneine excl~ls

ivel~ to the same 'faculty' or 'level' and absence of or a 

low correlation bwtween performances belonf'ine- wholly to 

different 'types' or 'levels'. Thorndike is the ablest 

supporter of this theory. He believes, however, as does 

Norsworthy, that there are no types within one 'level' of 

mind. It is his opinion that people differ in one tlevel~ 

say aSSOCiation, the difference is due to the faot that the 

individuals ooncerned possess different amounts of the 

same thing and not to the fact that there are different 

types of association. This view, of oourse, approaches in 

a way the theory of 'general ability'. 

The question which naturally arises next is/HOW do tho 

sUPIJorters of each of the three theories attempt to estab-
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lish their views? In any test which meaSilres the quality 

or quant i ty o:f a performance, vIe CHn secnre a rAnk-order 

of the individuals taking the test: bilt does this obtained 

order tell us Anything about the intellignece of the people 

examineO.? The method usea 11~T most of the experiMenters in 

this field has been to require several performances of the 

same individual •. These performances are uspully ceant to 

test different aSTJects of mind. The indi,riauals are then 

ranked in their order for each of the several performances. 

It then remains to compare the several rank-orders. This 

is done by the method of correlation. 

Perhaps a pause at this point to give a brief explan

ation ~ t'lhat we r:'le~; n by the term correlation \7ould hot be 

amiss. Of ~ourse I shall not attempt to develop the method 

of calculating correlation. A correlation between the 

results of tTIO tests ranges from plus 1 through zero to 

minus 1. If the correletion is plus 1 it menns that the 

individual who is best in the first test is also best in 

the second test, and the iildividual who is poorest in the 

firs t test is also poorest in t, he second test, 1. e., there 

is complete correspondence or correla~ion throughout the 

tests. But let us suppose that the individual who ranks 

first in the first test ranks second in the second test, 

and the individual who ranks lOVlest in t he first test, 

ranks, say, third from tho lowest in the second test, etc. 

This Vlould mean ths,t the correspondence is fairly good and 

the correlation TIould probably be about .70 or .80. ~fti~-
~ 
ea~we secure what we call an inverse or negative correlation. 
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This is the case when most of the individuals who are good 

in one test are poor in the other. A perfect inverse cor

relation is obtainea in a case where t~e individual who is 

bes t in one tes t is poorest in the other, and the Ilerson 

who is secon~ best in one test, is second poorest in the 

other, etc. By zero correlation we mean that we cannot 

predict what an individual will do in the second test by 

the mark he makes in the first test. If he is best in one 

test, he nay be best, poorest, or medium in the other - we 

cannot tell. 

But let us return to the problem. As we stated above, 

all the different rank-orders can be broufht into correlat

ion with one another. Of all the possihle correlations 

three particular kinds have been dmployed by most authors: 

(1), correlation of test with test: (2) correlation of es~ 

timates' wIth school performvnce (h~T estimate here, I mean 

~. careful teacher's careful estimate of a student's general 

intelligence as indicated b:~ his reactions in solving life's 

problems); (3) correlation of test v,ith estimate. The 

chief work in correlations of tests with tests has been 

done by English experimenters under the general direction 

and guidance of Spearman. Among this class we mie;ht name 

Abelson Brown, Burt, and Hart. l It is the belief of these , 

men that if the pupils of a class have been tested b~ 

means of sever&l different tests and the resulting rank

orders show mutual~high correlation~, this is a sign that 

the ability demfj.,ded in the tests derends npon a co~mon 

factor, which they call hy different names, such as 'gener

al intellieence' or'genernl ability' or 'intellective ener-



gy'. According to this theor~T pupil number one ranks high 

in e'very te:;)t taken, while pupil number two haa a low rank 

in each test. This we can readily seo, for, if the theory 

of specific abilit~es functioned, pupil number one might 

have a hieh rank in one test, a medium rank in another and 

a low rank in a third, and pupil number two mi8'ht show the 

same variance. These experimenters have found estraordin

arily high correlation in several instanoes and henoe it i8 

their cla1m that snch a thing as '6eneral intelligence' 

really existld and th'at the partioular degree in whioh one 

person possesses this 'general intelligenoe' onn be defin-

itely determined by the use of tests that correlate with 

one another in n hieh degree. The results of the work of 

the Men mentlon~d above haa been rractlcalll identical. 

The~, differ only in that they use different subjeots for 

their experiments and vary the methods slightly. Their 

general method of attaoking a problem was to give a series 

of tests, rank the individuP.ls in these tests and correlate 

test with test. The chief tests nsed '''Tere: tn})pine; croas

ine out rines; crossing out sets of dots. memory for senten

oes. memory for name of objeots. memory for oommission. 

oomparison o~ lines, interpretation of piotures, imputed in

telligence. spot pattern. mirror writing and drawing. dis

crimination of length of lines, discrimination of weig~t 

and of tOllch; card sort1ne, alphabet findinB, immediate 

memor~r for (a) conorete words. (b) abstraot VTords, (0) non

sence s~~lables; dot tine- irreeular dot s; com})let ion test s; 



school marks; and crossing out letters. Burt states very 

well the reason for select ine t:he test s in each case. He 

says, "Thd Tests were psycho-tiYSical tasks selected as 

readily and rapidly yielding comparable quanitative res

ults, and as standing in possible functional relationship 

with the capacity called 'General Intellieence': In the 

intercorrelation of the tests the similarity between the 

performances was so marked that a specially high correlation 

figure resulted. Argu.ing from this, Abelson says "the de

gree of similarity indicnted by the 'faculties current in 

lay psychology, such as memory, judgment, discri~ination, 

etc. is quite insufficient. It is obvious that the cause 

of the observed correlRtion must be looked for elsewhere" 

This cause the Enelish pS~Tcholoeists term 'general ability'. 

and state that its ernde can be experimentally determined. 

As a more definite and comprehensive proof of these 

statements, Hart and Spearman offer the following calcul

at ions. They took as a basis for their eXIJeriment the 

results of tests given b~T several men ilho ha.d worked in the 

field of individual psychology, They arraneed the oorrel

ations between tests according to the method used in the 

following table: 
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Dot- Alpha Sort- spot 
ting l)et ing Pattern etc. 

Dotting 77 67 57 etc. 

AlI)habet 77 74 59 etc. 

Sorting 67 74 45 etc. 

Spot Pattern 57 59 45 etc. 

etc. 

Their criterion consisted simply in the correlation · 

between one column of fieures and another; it is the cor

relational coefficient between the two series of oorrel-

ational coefficients; obviously, this is just as easy to 

work out as between any two other series of values. They 

then 'pooled' (took the Rverage of) the correlations be

tween the different pairs of columns and based their con

siderations V.'l tltese values. They also figured the prob

able error in each case and corrected accordingly. 

The reason for selecting this criterion is given in 

the following statements: "No reliable conclusions can be 

expected from picking out - as some Buthors have done -

one or two particular coefficients from the table to serve 

as sale basis of argument. The most obvious method would 

be to dev:l.se as criterion some direct function of all the 

coefficients in the table. We have, however, chosen a 

somewhat different oourse. It seemed desirable to retain 

the power of noting whether the whole table obeyed the same 

q 
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law or different parts of it behaved differently. For these 

reasons, our criterion wad based upon sing1inr out from the 

table any pair of columns of coefficients (of conrse rows 

would come to the same thine)!: For illustration let us 

refer to the table on the preceding paee. Suppose we select 

sorting and spot pattern as the pair of columns to be cor

related; one coefficient in each column has no correspondent 

in the other and therefore has to be omitted. The columns 

to be correlated would be as follows: 

Sorting 

67 
74 

etc. 

spot Pattern 

57 
59 

etc. 

Since the intercorrelation of tests and columns and 

the 'poolsl resulting from a combination of columns was 

in all instances very high. They came to the cono1usion 

that such a thing as a I general ability' exists and that 

the dep,ree of this ability can be apI)roximate1y ascertain

ed by experiment. 

In critioism ofthls Stern says, "We oan aeree with 

the first of these conclusions". (i.e., that a 'general 

ab:J.lity· exists) "We have a1reaay alluded freqnent1y ••••• 

•••••••• to the 'general' and • formal , character of inte11-

ieence, whose influence is operative in aotivities of wild

ly different character. Of conrse, we must admit that this 

influence of intelligenoe is never more than approximately 

uniform that within the 'general intelligence' of every 

person there must exist certain specially strong and cert

ain speoially weak points, so that a truer picture of the 
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total intelligence of the individual is given by the idea 

of a mutual balancing or compensation of different capac-
~ 

ities than by the idea of their equalit~ or correspondence. 

But just here does the value of Spearman's method for 

testing of intelligence become dubious. If we select four 

or five tests that show very high intercorrelntions in order 

to use their totals as a measure of intelligence, there 

exists .the danger that we may be testing by them only a 

very restricted portion of the field of intelligence and 

leaving entirely out of consideration other compensatorily 

important portions. If, on the other hand, we keep the 

idea of co~pensation in mind and therefore assemble to

gether tests that correlate only moderately with one an

other, we have no~ way of knowing which combination of 

tests does actually secure that mutual balance on the 

basis of which as a whole a more correct quantitative . 
expression of intelligence ~s to be yielded". 

Stern then says that his objection might be answered 

by the statement that tests which show a high correlation 

can be selected from such divergent realms of mental life 

that the danger of testing only a ver7 restricted portion 

of the field of intelligence can he avoided. But as oppos

ed this he writes: "Attention must be directed to a matter 

that has not been sufficiently heeded heretofore. All 

test investigations, even if they pertain to the most wide

ly different realms of mental life, have this in common 

that they are experimental modes of })rocedure, so that all 

put the examinee into the same mental condition - that of 
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being a subject. And this involves not only very definite 

adjustments of attention, of mood, etc., but ~lso in part

icular the habit of ~ reacting, of taking at a given 

moment a receptive attitude toward a problem set from with

out. Consequently, spontaneous intelligence is excluded by 

the conditions of the experiment; there is not involved 

that intelligence that sets its own problems, that thinks 

out thines independent ly beyond what is irunediatel~" given, 

that anticipates explanations by questions, and that in the 

real situations of life quickly works out the best way of. 

confronting a situation. And we have absolutely no way of 
~ 

knowing whether we can infer from the reactibc intelligence 

however many tests of it we make, to this spontaneous intel

ligence. It is possible that certain tests or certain com

binations of tests have a fairly high correlation with the 

spontaneous intelligence, but that is something that can 

not be determined from the experiments." . 

"Hence," he concludes, "the mere comparison of tests 

with one another affords ns neither a clear inSight into 

the necessary compensations, nor a decision as to the sym

ptomatic value of the testing; rather must !! seek the means 

2! gEaging the tests in ~ criterion ~ !!!! outside ~ 

experiment. Such a criterion is supplied by the estimation 

of t he pupils made b~ t he teacher." 

~e chief advantage of estimating intelligenceb:r the 

teacher over experimental testing of intelligence, Stern 

thinks, lies in the fact thatit is based upon a longer and 

Wider ac~uaintance with the pupil. The teacher has noticed 

the pupil in every phase 0: life and should have a much 
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broader range of information on whioh to base his judgment 

of the pupil's intelligenoe than has the experimenter;:iQo 

as Stern say~as merely taken a half hour's time to reoord 

the response of the ohild to a small number of tests. Of 

oourse the business of estimating must be oarefully oarried 

out. He suggests that the only way to do it properly is to 

have teaohers speoially trained and speoially gifted in 

psyohology and instruoted speoifioally in the nature of the 

task demanded of them. Aooording to his soheme the ohild

ren would be ranked in groups and later those in the groups 

would be ranked. In oomparing this estimation with soholas

tio reoords, stern finds that when ant-estimation of intell

igenoe is made with speoial thoroughness and oaution, there 

exists only a moderate degree of oorrelation between it and 

sohool effioienoy. 

rIenoe we can readily see that it is not an easy matter fo 

estimate intelligenoeGis ster~ would have us kno~but the 

goal is worth all the trouble entailed in reaohing it, for 

it is ~ Cas he would let us know~ the only safe measure of 

intelligenoe. {iowever, he sees a possibility for the fu-

ture of experimental tes:;7 It is his opinion that if we use 

tests that will produoe a high figure when oorrelated with 

estimated intelligenoe, we may finAlly be able to seoure 

just the proper oombination of tests. He would deSignate 

as proper that oombination of tests whioh had a high oorre

lation with estimated intelligenoe; in other wordS, estima

ted intelligenoe is the measuring rod for all other tests. 
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This "skillfully combined system of t.ests" would be 

tests "that correlate less with one another thm eaoh one of 

them oorrelates with estimated intellig~nce, and that coro

binetion whose amalgamated rank-order shows " the highest and 

most constant correlation with estimated intelligence is the 

system of tests that we seek." 

Let u.s now return once more to Spearman's conclusions. 

For the purpose of comparing them with Thorndike's view, I 

Shall state them as given by Spearmnn himself. He says, af-· 

ter stating that a 'general ability' exists and that its de

gree can be measl~ed by experimental methods: "it was never 

asserted •••• that the General Factor prevails exclusively in 

the oaseof performances too alike: it was only said that 

!Een thi~likeness is dimini§ed (or when the resembling per

!ormances ~pooled together), a point is soon reaohed where 

~he Oorrelations are still of considerable magnitude, but now 

!pdioate no common factor exoept the General one. The lat

ter, it was urged, produces the basal correlation, while the 

Similarities merely superpose something more or fess adven-

titious • Up to the present, however, these similarities seem 

to have exercised sur})risingly small influence." This was 

written in defence of his article that had been published" a 

short time before. In commenting on this artiole in his "Kdu

cational Psychology" Thorndike says:, ~f.he view, so stated, 

"referring to Spearman's view) does not differ from the view 

to be presented in this volume, save in the intimation in the 
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last sentence that the 'similarities' other than in the gen

eral factor's strength, are of trivial effect ~n comparison 

With it." We can see from this that Thorndike attaohes a 

great deal of importance to the factors other than the'gen

eral faotor' that go to make up a performance. It is my op

inion that he would agree with Simpson who says in the oon

olusion of his "Correlations of Mental Abilities": "We find 

justification for the common assumption that there is olose 

inter-relation among oertain mental abilities, and oonse

quently a BQmething that may be oa~led 'general mental abili

ty' or ~general intelligenoe': and that on the other hand 

oertain oapaoities are relatively speoialized, and do not 

neoeSsarily imI)ly other abilities exoept to a very limited 

extent. " 
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III. 

The Treatment of the Problem. 

There are, as we have seen in the preceding section three 

different theories which have been offered as explanatory of 

the faots of individual psycholog:,'. The method of arriving at 

these explanations has been to give a series of selected tests 

and jndge b~7 the indlvHtuals' performances. which theory is 

the true one. stern. however. attacks the problem in a slight-' 

ly different manner since he thinks that the most reliable 

\Va,- t 
.i 0 determine general intelligenoe is by the carefully pre-

Pared estimate of a teacher specially trained for this sort of 

"ork. 

The prooedure in this eXT)eriment has been to gi va a 

Series of twenty selected tests (usually four or five of a kind). 

correlate each test with every other test and confront the 

theories with the facts thus ·obtained. In doing this I have 

utilized (in addition to giving ot.her tests) the method recom

mended by Stern in my test called 'Imputed Intelligence'. Just 

. What faots are 11 di i 
required by each theory I sha scnss n 

the J.~ 
concludine sections of tft& ex~eri~eft~p ~ -~(--. 

There were nine subjects, three men end six women. in 

the 
main eX~eriment. All of them were seniors and pest-graduates 

of' 
aI>}'lroxlmately the same age. social status and educational 

traIning. I shall refer to them as Hr. A, Mr. B. Miss at Mr. 

1> 
, 1,41ss E. Miss F, lliasG •. Miss. H, and L11ss 1. 14iss G and Miss 

li are 
Sisters; !.fiss G is the elder. Mr. A and lUss H were 
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selected as specially good students. This was based on 
~ 

scholastic record plus marks IIl8de in some group mental 

tests given to a psycholoey class. By the seme stand

ards Miss C, Miss F, Miss G and Miss I were se1eoted as 

being good students. Mr. B, Mr. D, and Miss E were 

chosen as representative of the poor type ( as shown by 

the measures mentioned above). 

Each test was personally conducted by the experi

menter in a laboratory room apart from all distraction. 1 

The tests were given to only one subjeot at a time. No 

~ct spent more them forty minutes at one testing 

k{except in one or two rare instances where work which 

had been aocomp1ished by the good students in much less 

time required more than forty minutes of the poorer peo

Ples'time). Each subject was tested daily, fiTe or 

six days out of the week until the series of tests were 

oomp1eted. 

The utmost oare was used to make the experiments 

uniform. Unless the conditions were suoh that a test 

oould be uniform, it was not given. Several whole tests 

" . ere thrown out beoause of laok of uniformity. The ones 

listed in the following section, however, were oarried 

Out unde~ as nearly uniform conditions as it is possible 

to secure. 

In sooring the results of the tests, I have given 
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in each case two tables. The first table contains the 

original marks, the second table) the results of the 

tests as a whole reduced to a soale where the average 

performance received the mark of 50. This was done 

by means of slide-rules,-~he Hannheim in direot fig-

ures and the Weiss Inverse soale (used because of its 

simplioity) in the tests where low figures mean high 

effioiency. This seoond table enables one to tell 

at a glanoe whether or not a oertain subjeot is above 

or below the average in a given test; e.g., if lIr. A 

makes 52 in a logical memory test, we know that he is 

above the average, while if Miss E's mark is 48 we 

know she is below the average of the group. 

In all my oorrelations between tests (and there 

were two hundred of them) I have used·the figures given 

in the tables where the average mark is 50. ~~ ori

ginal plan was to rank the subjeots in eaoh test and 

oorrelate the.ranks thus seoured. I believe, however, 

that the method I have ado})ted has a deoided advantage 

oVer the rank method in that it not only indicates the 

rank of each subject, but shows just how far subjeot 

No. I is above No.2, eto. l.tuoh time has been spent 

on the oorrelations, but each one has beenWJ)rked through 

at least twioe, and by a different person eaoh time. 

The formula used in oorrelating is the one given 

by Pearson. My oorrelations are all the raw figures; 
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no corrections have been made. I believe "with Simpson , 

that the labor spent upon the correotion of the Pearson 

Coeffioients of oorrelation by means of ~ , :: Spearman's 

formula is not just ified b~r the gain in aoouracy se

Cured • . It has been my hope to obtain greater results 

by getting as aoourate and reliable reoorm as possible 

of , each individual's ability in eaoh test. so that 

correotion on an extensive scale would not be neoessary. 

~ in nny aa99 Qe¥rectieft ie vali4 enly weeR the 

~1&bilit~ of the reaer4a themselves 1 s fairly hi~, 

In the following experiment the correlations of 

eaoh test with all the other tests have been arranged 

in cOlumns. I have not 'attempted to correlate eaoh 

cOlumn with every other oolumn. but have oorrelated 

enough pairs of oolumns to indicate what might be ex

peoted if all the correlations had been made. I have 

also found the average correlation of each test with 

eVery other test. T?iS gives me abundant data with 

Which to confront the three theories mentioned in the ;first 

part of this section. 

The question which naturally arises next is what 

results are required to prove or disprove each of the 

three theorie~. The theory of specifio ability ~ ~non

focal" theory, which was formerly held by Thorndike, as

Serts that each ability is entirely independent of every 

other ability. Hence there would be no correspondence 
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or oorrelation between tests or'columns' of tests. In 

other words it is plain that if this theory is the cor-

rect one, the correlations between columns, as well as 

those between tests, would approach zero. 

We need quite different results to accord with 

the theory of 'types' or 'levels' which is often called 

the ~ultifocal' theory. Thorndike aSSlmes that there are 

three ~evels' (1) sensitivity, (2) association, and (3) 

dissooiation. In order for this theory to stand it would 

be necessary for the tests within one 'level' to oorre

late very high with one another, but to correlate low 

With any test taken from another 'lever. Henoe we can 

plainly see that the average oorrelation of one test with 

nineteen others, which have been taken from all three 
, ' levels', would have to be rather low if this theory is 

the true one. 

still different results are required to prove the 

theory of a general factor. In the first plaoe eaoh test 

must correlate comparatively high with every other test. 

This would mean a high average correlation. If we wish 

to oarry the proof a step further, we might correlate the 

Columns of correlations one with another. The figures 

resulting from these operations should when oorreoted ap

proach unity. It is our purpose to look these theories 

Squarely in the face with the results obtained from the 

tWenty different tests,which have been given. These re-
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suIts should be valuable, for the tests used measure most 

of the important intellectual aspects. One test of a 

kind has not been considered sufficient to produce reliable 

results. Hence I have given four or five of each kind. 

Each subject has been examined with ~ hundred and seven 

distinctly separate tests. This figure doos not include 

the 'imputedintelligence'or the 'scholastic record'. 

Of course the experiment would be more valuable if the num

ber of subjects had been greater. still a close examina

tion of even two individuals would indicate whether the 

mental functions are entirely separate, or certain func

tions hang together, or all the funotions hang together. 

I mean to sa~ that if one of these three theories is true, 

an extensive examination of a small group of people will 

produoe sufficient evidenoe to prove the faot. Most of 

the experimenters in the field of individual differenoes, 

have employed a method which differs from the one used in 

this experiment in that they gave comparatively few tests 

to a larger number of people. It is my opinion that of 

the two methods, the one used in this experiment is the 

most reliable, for, in order to solve the problem it is 

absolutely necessary for us to give a sufficient number 

of reliable tests to examine the important mental functions. 

Of course the best method is to give an extensive numher 

of tests to a large number of subjects. The man whose 
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time permits him to carryon the experiment in this way 

is particularly fortunate, for his results will be most 

reliable. It is my hope to carryon this experiment in 

this way in the near future. 
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Description of the Tests Used. 

1. Logical Hemory. 

Object.- The object of this test is to det"ermine the 

individual's immediate memory for ideas. It is a test of 

One's memo~ for meaningful material. 

Method.- Four logical memory tests were used. The 

tests were arranged in order of difficult~, the first 

test being an easy narrative and the last a rather diffi

Cult description. The selection to be reproduced was read 

Slowly and distinctiy. After the reading the individual 

Wrote down all the material he could remember. Only one 

test a day of this kind was given. Since this performance 

18 not meant to test the individual's speed in writing, 

the time of reproduction was not limited, except that the 

Paper was taken up when the subject seemed to have written 

all that he could recall. The instructions to all the sub

jects ~ere the same: "I shall read you a story entitled 

--------- After I have read it you are to write 

dOwn all that you remember of it. You need not use the ex

act words I read unless you wish. Let youyobject be to re

Produce every idea of the selection in detail. Try to rem

elllber as much as possible and write down all that you rem

ember. Bear in mind that I want not only the main facts, 

but every single detail". 

The four tests used were as follows: 
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Logical rremory Test No.1. 

The Juggler. 

A poor I ju.ggler,1 Jean,l who wanders I from place to 

place I and amuses I country I Ileople I by his tricks I and 

Songs,1 finds it difficult / to make I even I a precarious I 
living.1 He reaches Paris,l and finds I that his "art"l haa 

no attraction I for the more sophisticated I population I of 

the gay I capital.1 He sings I a drinking I song I before 

a crowd I of artisans I and stndents,1 and is severely I 
upbraided / by a monk / from a neighbo~ing / monastery. The 

monk I persu.ades him I to enter the convent / and become one 

of then./ Jean's faith I is simple,/ but I he is attract

ed / by the prOSl)ect / of an easy life / plus I certain / 

salvation / for his soul.1 

As a monk / Jean / finds himself destitute / of re

Sources.1 He cannot / at the celebration / of the Feast / 

of the Virgin,/ show his devotion / by bringing / any suit

able / offering./ His brother monks / paint,/ carve,/ com

POse,1 but he,/ a juggler I by profession,/ can do nothing / 

fit I and worth:~ / of the sacred / ~eremon~T./ · He is deject

ed / and humiliated./ Suddenly I he doffs I his robe./ puts 

on / his old / cap / and bells,1 and begins to perform / his 

tricks / of jugglery / before ,the altar.1 This is his way / 

Of Worshiping I the Virgin./ The monks / come trooping in /

horrified / at sacrilege.1 They are ahont to dri,ve him / out 

Of the chapel I when,1 lo!/ a miracle / occurs./ The statue I 
Ot the Virgin I moves./ There is life / in it.1 The Virgin / 
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opens her arms,/ bends forward / and clasps / the humble / 

but sincere / follower./ Celestial/voices / are heard,/ 

a halo / enc irc les / t he juggler's / head / and he dies / 

In ecstascy / and adoration / while the monks I -kneel / and 

-Tlray./ 

Logical ;·!emory Test No.2. 

The Oilium Fiend. 

Charles / Browne,/ a. government / chemist / who loves 

his work / and his hOI!le,/ is livine happily/ with his wife ,I 

Gertrude / and little son,/ "Robbie"./ Touring thru / the 

country / comes one Richard / !:1anteaux./ an operat io ma.na-

~er / from New York / and a former / aoquaintance of Browne's,/ 

Bro_vn / invites him into his home,/ where Manteaux meets / 

and beoomes enamored of Gertrude./ He leaves his diamond 

stud / lying on the table,/ that he may have an excuse to re

tUrn ,/ ,",hich, later he do es / in the ~hsence 0 f her husband./ 

The apparent / opulence / and easy mannors of Hanteaux / fas

Cinate Gertrude / and bring to her a wave of disoontent./ 

This is increased / when, on hearing her siqg./ the impre

sario tells her / she oould win fume / and fortune / on the 

at~e./ The two / nre in close / conversation / when Browne / 

ll.nexpectedly / arrives home./ To him / aI)I)earanoes / speak 

111;/ he orders / IIanteaux / out of his house;/ Gertrude,/ at 

the same time/ trying / to intercede for her visitor./ Fail-

ing in this,/ she flies off / and denounces her husband,/ 
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mentioning the faat / that Mnnteaux / has what they laak-/ 

auto, diamonds,/ money!/ 

Browne tries / to forget the inaident / and· goes ahead / 

With his Vlork/ One day / he reaeives a medal/from a 

saientific / soaiety./ in reaognition / of a new / chemiaal / 

element / he has disoovered;/ also a telegram oongratulating 

him / on tho honor,/ . adding,/ however,l that the disaovery / 

/ is of no / commercial / value./ He rushes home / to tell 

Gertrude / of his good suacess./ She / however has just re

ceived / an offer / from Hanteaux,/ how baok in New York,; 

of a leading / role / in a new / opera / he is produaing,/ 

. Provided she aan corne / at once / and begin rehearsing./ When 

her husband / shows her / his laurels,/ she aoolly / informs 

him / she is not looking / for "honors" but money./ She de

Cides / to aacept / the offer / and leaves her husband,l ahild/ 

and home / for new York,/ where Hanteaux / shows her / the 

gay / life./ 

In the meantime,/ Browne / (his health threatened)/ ha. 

~nt Robbie in school,/ gone west / and ~de good I as fore

man / on the ranch / of a Hr. Sanderson./ There,lhe disaovers,l 

by dint / of his knowledge / of chemistry,/ rich / copper / 

depOSits / and later I is made I half / owner I of. the ranah / 

by his grateful! employer./ 

Gertrude I aahieves a triumph / in opera,/ but suaoess / 

turns her head.1 She inolines I a deaf ear I to her husband's I 
entreaties / to return / and when / at a ball,/ hobility / 
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teaux./ Fee ling her / slil'ping / from his cont rol / Han

teaux / conspires / with a doctor / to destroy / hero 

vOice./ This he does / by secretly / inoculating her/with 

a poisonous,/ voice-affecting / toxin./ The next day,/ 

while on the stage,/ her voice fails./ From that time,/ 

she gradually becorles dependent on lIanteaux,/ who further 

seeks to weaken her will/by teaching her the olJium ha

bit./ When, however. he finds she doesn't yield / complete

ly ,I to his desires,/ he casts her aSide,/ with her wrecked 

voice / and a craving for opiurl,/ to battle as best she 

lIla'r. I 
.. I 

Bro~,/ in the meantime,/ having received the false / 

information / that his wife is dead/has married/ the ran

cher's daughter./ 

Gertrude sinks / lower and lower / in the clutches / 

of the orJiurl-smoking/habit./ Realizing / her lost / condi

tion,/ she decides / to return to her husband./ rawning / 

her last diamond ,/ she eoes west (,nly to find / her husband / 

lIlarried / and hapIJY / with another woman./ She returns to 

Uew York / and- there,/ in an opium den,/ dreams her lite over 

again./ 

Logical Memory Test No.3. 

The World's Oldest Inhabitant. 

1f3everfll years ago./ when / the son-in-law / of Karl 

ll~enbeOk./ the animal/trainer,/ was looking for / interesting 
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Specimens ~/ he learned / of the existence / on an island / off 

the coast / of Madagascar / of a giant / tortoise,/ that was 

celebrated / among the natives / not / merely for its great / 

size -/ it weigh\s / 9/7/0/ pounds-/ but / for the fact / that 

there was documentary / evidence / that it had been living / on 

the earth / for over / 1/5/0/ years / and probable / evidence / 

that it was from 1/0/0/ to 1/5/0/ years / older / than thatl 

Arter careful / investigation,/ he was satisfied / of the truth / 

of the statement,/ and set about / to secure / the loan / of 

this animal / (which,/ by the way,/ is held / in the highest / 

esteem / and respect / on the island) , for exhibition / at the 

St. Louis / World's / Fair. / Not until the strongest / assurances 

Were made / that the venerable / curiosity / would be returned / 

to the island / did the native / population / consent / to part / 

with him / for his long / vacation./ We are informed / by Mr. 

Habenbeck I that when / the tortoise / reached / this country,/ 

it was found / that a tiny / palm / tree / was growing / from 

the back / of the creature./ The tortoise / 10yes / the m~ld;/ 

and it is evident / that sOil/was washed / into a deep / scar / 

on his back / and that the seeds / of the pa1m,/ mixed / with 

the earth,/ took root / and the tiny / growth / had thrived / in 

its portable / fie1d./ The tortoise / is the longest lived / 

anima1,/ exceeding 1 even / the e1ephant,I which / frequently / 

eXceeds lone / hundred / years / of 1ife./ The faot 1 that 

about 1/5/01 years ago / the natives / began / to take particu

lar 1 pride / in this tortoise 1 because of 1 its age 1 ~ates 

/ 
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it oertain / that it must have been I at least I onel hundred I 
years I 8f age I at that time! Tr.is is borne out I by the 

condition I of the shell,1 which is a guide I conoerning I its 

age.1 Fu t ther I evidenoe I is its most abnormal I size.1 It 

possesses I extraordinary I lifting I strength.1 While it was 

in I its heavy I cage I at the World's I Fair I express IOffioe.! 

it beoame impatient I and proceeded I to break its way I out.1 

It smashed I the heavy / 2 I by 8 I timbers I with ease./ The 

accompanying I snapshot I shows I two I ohildren I taking I a 

novel I ride I upon the baok I of this giant I sea I monster."1 

Logioal Memory Test NO.4. 

Mr. Folk's Viotory in Missouri. 

The nomination I of Joseph / W.I Folk,1 the young I oirouit I 
attorney I of St. Louis.1 to be governor I of Missouri,l is 

hailed I as a triumph I for honesty I in publio I affairs I and 

an event I of -national I importanoe. I "So signal I a viotory." I 
deolar~s I the New York I Sun I "has a range I and signifioanoe I 
that extend I far I ·beyong Missouri;1 everywhere I Demoorats I 
Will be enoour~ged I and independents I attraoted I by this new / 

eVidenoe / of the rejeotion I by the Demooratio / ~arty / of its 

baser / elements':l When / Mr. Folk / started / his oampaign I 
for the Demooratio I nomination I for governor ,/ the Demooratio / 

State I"maohine"/ set / to crush him./ By a direot I appeal/to 

the people / against / politioal I oorruption,/ he gained I the 

publio / sympathy,/ and fully / two / months! previous! to the 
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State / oonvention / his leading / opponents / aoknowledged / 

their defeat./ He was nominated / by a vote / of 5/4/9/ to 

1/6/0,/ and his election / is regarded / as a .foregone /oon

olusion./ 

Method of Grading.- The subjeot's written reproduotions 

of the selections were compared, unit by unit, with the se

leotions as divided above. One oredit was allowed for eaoh 

idea or unit adequately reproduoed. 
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2. Rote Memory. 

Object.- The object of this test is to determine the 

immediate memory of the pupil for unrelated material. It 

tests merely verbal memory, memory for disorete impressions 

Method.- FOllr tests of this kind were given; two were 

lists of conorete words, and two were lists composed of ab

stract words. In each case the first group of words (there 

were three words in this group) was pronounoed and the sub

jeot was then given time to write the words. Following this, 

the second group of words was read and so on, until all six 

groups had been pronounced. Blanks were furnished to sub

jeots in the following form: 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

eto. 

First list. Concrete. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

etc. 

First list. Abstraot. 

The instruotions to all the subjects were the same;"I shall 

pronounce in your hearing a number of words, one group of 

Words at a time. There are three words in the first group, 

four in the second, five in the third, six in the fourth, 

Seven in the firth, and eight in the sixth. As soon as I 

have pronounoed a eroup of words, you are to write them down • 
. ~~ 

Try to write them in the same order tiwrt they are given. 
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If you oannot remember some of the words, leave their plaoes 

vacant and write in the proper places the words you do rem-

ember." The following material was used: 

.. 
Rote Memory Material. 

First List. Concrete. Second List. Concrete. 

1. spade 1. ring 
2. fox 2. slate 
3. sand 1. leaf 3. grass 1. ship 

" I.J. ooa1 2. card 
1. road 3. horne 1. dog 3. iron 
2. moon 4. ohin 2. book ' 4. rice 
3. knife 5. shot 3. wheel 5. horse 
4. town 6. -!are 4. man 6. wind 

7. calf 7. chair 
1. light 1. house 
2. mink 1. walk 2. cow 1. pen 
3. room 2. song 3. hand 2. boy 
4. time 3. crow 4. pond 3. well 
5. gold 4. street 5. bell 4. smoke 

5. fold 5. yard 
1. rook 6. boat 1. rain 6. hall 
2. mind 7. wire 2. jail 7. stiok 
3. pass 8. stand 3. car 8. bird 
4. moat 4. fog 
5. reef 5. cat 
6. fire 6. screw 
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First List. Abstraot. Seoond List. Abstraot. 

1. knock 1. sweet' 
2. truth 2. swift 
3. howl 1. power 3. old 1. large 

2. health 2. clear 
1. void 3. lie 1. warm 3. lieht 
2. deRth 4. song 2. mad 4. ripe 
3. noise 5. sob 3. smooth 5. lone 
4. jerk 6. height 4. brieht 6. big 

'7. shade 7. sqnare 
1. cure 1. small 
2. phase 1. pose 2. bad 1. round 
3. hurt 2. clash 3. eray n high 1:.. 
4. scope 3. joke 4. loose 3. youne 
5. din 4. means 5. dull 4. rough 

5. trot 5. short 
1. month 6. jaunt 1. ereen 6. fair 
2. soorn 7. taste 2. low 7. clean 
3. peace. 8. year 3. soft 8. odd 
4. kin 4. Queer 
5. art 5. firm 
6. harm 6. cross 

Method of Gradine. - The work was gra.ded, not only on 

the basis of memory-:1' for the words/but for their positions~ 

A word rememl)ered count ed one point, and its correct llosi t

ion one point. The word in its oorrect position, therefore, 

counted for two points. If the three words of the first 

group were remembered und put in their proper order. they 

counted for six points. A perfect score would be 66 I)oints 

for each list. 
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Tables of Objects. 

Object. - The prupose of this test was to deterMine the 

immediate Memory of the subject for objects. 

Method. - A laree cardboard was prepared, and on it at 

odd places were written the digits from l · to 10. This card

board was then laid on a table and an object was put on each 

place where a die-it has been written. The subject was then 

brought before the table, whioh was screened from his view 

by another lar~e cardboard. The next move was to give .. the 

SUbject an idea of how long a period six seoonds is. This 

was done by means of a seconds' pendulum •. After a sign~l 

" ready now" the screen was removed and the subject allowed 

to examine the object 9n the table for a period of six sec

onds, at the close of which time the screen was replaced. 

The subject th~n reported as many of the objects as he could 

remember, the record being kept by the experimenter. The 

instructions used werei "I have placed on the table before 

you ten objects. I shall give two si~als; the first one, 

which is the word 'ready' will be followed h second later 

by the word 'now' at which time the screen will be removed. , 

You are to examine the objects on the table with the view of 

rememberin~ just as man:)! as possible. The ob jects are famil

iar to you. The exposure time is six seconds. . At t he close 

of this period, the screen wi 11 be reI)laced. You are then 

to report to me as m~my of the objects as you can remember. 

S~ tests of this description were used. The material 

is given on the following page. 
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Materials Used in Tables of Objects Test. 

1st Test. 2nd Test. 

1. key 1. spoon 
2. book 2. stone 
3. pencil 3. orange 
4. hammer 4. can 
5. watch 5. llenholder 
6. scissors 6. kewpie doll 
7. envelope 7. mirror 
8. pa'Per box 8. soap 
9. handkerohief 9. hottle 
10. speotaoles 10. thread 

3rd Test. 4th Test. 

1. glass 1. blook 
2. kodao 2. sauoer 
3. toothbrush 3. bunch of string 
4. shoe 4. piece of chalk 
5. brush, olothes 5. bunoh of paper 
6. oookie 6. knife 
7. potato 7. ruler 
8. basket 8. brick 
9. oup 9. sorew driver 
10. nail 10. quarter 

5th Test. 6th Test. 

1. ten box 1. hair pin 
2. oO!!lb 2. pan 
3. ink bottle 3. eggshell 
4. vase 4. light bulb 
5. 2 leaves 5. button hook 
6. ohain 6. matohes 
7. buoket 7. hread 
8. glove 8. eraser 
9. oard 9. shoe horn 
10. nut 10. oarbon paper 
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Free Assooiation. 

Objeot.- The purpose of the assooiation test is to 

determine the quiokness of the assooiation proo,esses. 

Method.- In the unoontrolled or free assooiation 

tests the subjeot was given an initial word by the ex

perimenter. He was then instruoted to say as fast as 

possible as many other words as oame into his mind. No 

restriotion was put upon his flow of ideas. He said 

Whatever he thought of., The time allowed in eaoh of 

these test was ·three minutes. The result of the test 

is a oriterion of the rapidity of flow of one's ideas 

when no limitation is put upon this flow. The instruo

tions were as follows: " I am going to start you with 

one word. AS soon as I have given you this word, you 

are to speak just as r~pidly as possible for a period 

of three minutes, other words th~oome into your mind. 

You are not to use sentenoes or oonneoted thought, how

ever, By oonneoted I mean suoh things as oounting, giv- . 

ing the alphabet, eto. My objeot is to see how rapidly 

icl-eas flow through your mind. Speak as rapidly as pos-

Sible. " 

Four test of this kind were given. The initial 

words were "sky"."Chioago", "Kipling" and "eleotion". 

Method of Grading,.- The tests were graded by mere

ly oounting the number of words spoken. Of oourse this 

performanoe has a qualit, $l,tivR~aspeot, but only the quan-
C' :"-A . . " " :t 

titative aspeots are t&'!eE'~ here. 
~ . 
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Controlled Association. 

Object.- The purpose of this test is similer to that 

of the test just preceding - to determine the quickness of 

the association processes. The difference lies in the fact 

that in the controlled association tests a limitation 1s put 

upon the flow of ideas. 

Method.- In this test the subject is not to write just 

~ words that come into his mind, but only words that sat

isfy certain conditions. In the tests used in this experi

ment the subject was to give the opposites of certain words. 

The association, tests are of great significance in diagno

Bing mind for they test function that are at the very basis 

of the reasoning process. When a person is given a problem 

in life to solve, it is nothing more than a test in control

led association. The problem starts the flow of ideas and 

limits this flow by its own condition. The method of proce

dure used here was to give the subject a printed list of 

fifty words to eaoh of which he must write an opposite. The 

instructions were: "You have on these slips of paper fifty 

-ords. You are to write after each word its opposite. For 

example, if one word were "far", you could write as its op

POSite "near". You are to write them just as ~apidly as 

POSsible. Let me suggest if you come across a word whose 

OppOSite meaning does not readily occur to you that you skip 

the word temporarily and then come back to it a~fill in the 

IIleaning~~' 

Method of Grading:- Three tests of this kind were 

given. These were graded by keeping the time by means of a 

stop-watch. 
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OPPOSITES--List No.1. 

1, strong 26. hot 

2, deep 27. long 

3. lazy 28. wet 

4, Seldom 29. fierce 

5. thin 30. great 

6. soft 31. dead 
7, many 32. cloudy 

"-
8. valuable 33. hard 
9, 

gloomy 34. bright 

10 • rude 35. fine 
11 • dark {36. plain 
12 • rough 37. sharp 
13 • pretty 38. late 
14 high 39. · sour 
15 , fool.ish 40. wide 
16 • present 41. drunk 
17 • glad 42. t1ght 
18 • Strange 43. empty 
19 • "rcng 44. sick 
<0 , qUiCkly 45. friend 
<1 , black 46. above 
«( 

• good 47. loud 
<3 

fast • 48. war 
<4 • Clean 49. in 
(~ 

tall • 50. yes 
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OPPOSITES--List No.2. 

l. delicate 26. strength 

2. thick 27. humble 

3. expensive 28. smallest 

4. freeze 29. idle 

S. kind 30. many 

6. d.eath 31. increase 
7, Ulan 32. neat 
8, 

bashful 33. lend 
9. true 34. prudent 

10. ugly 35. before 
11 reap 36. • over 
12 Sweet 37. • up 

13 • Come 38. swift 
14 , tOugh 39. here 
15 • future 40. winter 
16 • honest 41. can't 

17. ga y 42. wont 
18 • ea.sy 43. brave 
19 • high .. 44. believe 
~O • near 45. :forget 
~l • rich 46. old 
~( 

• laugh 47. like 
<3 

• love 48. little 
<4 • ripe 49. failure 
~5 • Poverty 50. far 
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OPPOSITES--List No.3. 

1. night 26. conceal 

2. definite r- '" ,:. { . pls,intiff 

3. near 28. hope 

4. A.bsent 29. jl1S t 

5, 'buy 30. useful 

6. forw3.rd 3l. inh3.lation 
7, back 32. wise 
8, 

equal 33. insane 
9 . ascend 34. fertil e 
10 • Wild 35. first 
11 , Positive 36. top 
12 • Yea 37. unknown 
13 Off 38. faithful • 

14 · synonym 39. expand. 
15 • clear 40. graceful 
16 

advance 41. soluble • 

17 
Obedient 42. going · 

1 a. live 43. rigid 
19 • OPen 44. a1nmdance 
<0 

lOcked include · 45. 
(1 · qUick 46. concave 
(~ 

interest1ng dwarf • 47. 
(3 

regular • nOrth 48. 
(4 

happy. • east 49. 
~5 

inlet • 50. a.dd 
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Learning Nonsense Syllables. 

Object.- The purpose of this test is to determine how 

rapidly the individual can learn material which is entirely 

meaningbss 

Method.- This test involves/in a waYlthe breaking up 

of old habits of learning, since the material to be learned 

is of an entirely different nature from that usually put be

fore us to be learned. In this test we made use of Jastrow's 

Memory Apparatus. A full deacription of this apparatus is 

given in Whipple's "Manual of Mental and Physical Tests". 

By the use of this apparatus a series of ten nonsense syllables 

was exposed at the rate of one syllable per second. The 

Syllables were composed of three letters, two consonants and 

a Vowel - the otder being consonant, vowel, consonant. Time 

Was kept by means of a seconds pendulum. The instructions 

were as follows: "I am going to expose a series of ten nonsense 

Syllables at the rate of one syllable per second. These syl

lables will appear in the small opening which you see in the 

apparatus here. After all ten syllables have been exposed 

You are to write down in their order as many of the syllables 

as you can remember. Write them on the outer edge of your pa

Per in vertical lines. After you have written all that you 

can remember of the first series, turn your written work un

der and I shall expose the series again. I shall continue 

the exposures until you have learned all ten syllables in their 

proper order." 

Five tests of this kind were given. I give these on the 

fOllowing page. 
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Material Used in .Learning Test. 

tNonsense Syllables) 
1st. Test. 

2nd.Test~ 3rd.Test. 
1. Wem 1. wep 1·. rax · 
2. buv 2. tox 2. vun 
3. luz 3. bol 3. zav 
4. zof 4. dud 4. lut 
5. fax 5. dij 5. joz 
6. kuz 6. dao ful & . 
. 7. wup 7. mel 7. oas 
8. zuk 8. tup 8. vup 
9. naf 9. deg 9. tob 
lO.dag · 10. jat 10. lao 

4th.Test. 5th. Test. 

1. hom 1. dut 

2. jub 2. rif 

3. rav 3. ta.h 

4. vet 4. vud 

5. wox 5. fek 

6. gop 6. jad 

7. dez 7. fum 

8. jus 8. mox 

9. lof 9. hed 

10.vez 10.nid 

Method of Grading.- The work in these tests was graded 

by Simply counting the number of exposures required to learn ' the 

ten syllables in their proper order. 
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7. Learning Letters for Digits. 
"Substitution Test" 

Object.- The purpose of this test was to determine each 

Subject's learning ourve. 

Method.- Five tests of five minutes duration each were 

given, - one on each day for five successive days. The sub

jeots were given blanks of the kind shown on the following 

page and told to substitute letter for the digits as rapidly 

as possible. The instruotions were: "On the other side of 

this paper you will find a oolumn of digits. There are five 

digits in each row. There are twenty rows in each oolumn. 

OppOSite eaoh row of digits are five blank squares. At the 

top of the page you will find a key oonsisting of nine let-

. ters, one letter for eaoh of the nine digits. You are to 

substitute in the five blank squares the letters oorrespond

ing to the digits immediately preceding them. You are to 

Work until you have filled all the blank squares with the 

letters. Work as fast as you can." These instructions were 

illustrated and made clearer by exhibiting one of the blanks 

Without the key to show them just what they mightexpeot. 

Method of Grading.- The method of grading was to keep 

by means of a stop watch the time of each performance. From 

these figures I have plotted .the learning curves of the dif

ferent subjects. I have also calculated the per cent. of in

crease in effioieny between the initial practioe and the final 

effioiency. A blank exhibiting this test is shown on the fol-

lowing page. 
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84.976' I 27.516 

79.821 33.821 

63.442 97.473 

21.629 62.978 

57.183 31.542 

32.761 17,148 

95.146 26.981 

28.349 35.724 
-

73.862 16.315 

91,563 14.923 

37.628 34.762 

42,916 28.543 

·23,729 83,936 

85,652 75.314 

35.486 I I 56.283 

29,635 I 19.175 

72.518 36.293 

24,631 85,746 

19.852 15.283 

76.431 24,976 

Name ___________________________ ... _ _ ])ate. _____________ _ 

Sex ................ _ .......................... Age ........................... , ................ Grade ......................................... . 
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8. Learning S~Tmbols for Letters. 

Object. - The purpose of this test was to determine the 

learning curve of each subject. Of course this object in

cludes several other important factors such as the amount 

learned in the initial I)ractice, the absolute amount learned, 

percent of increase of final efficiency over initial effic-

iency etc. 

Method. - In this test each subject was given a key 

which contained twenty six symbols, one for each letter of 

the alphabet. In the initial prac tice t he~T were given a 
• 

definite amount of prose material to copy. The grade was 

based on the time it took the subject to copy the entire 

selection in the new symbols. In the other four practices 

the procedure was the same. Five practices were given in 

all, one on each day for five successive days. The direc

tions were: "On this sheet of paper I have written the twenty 

Six letters of the alphabet. Under each letter I have placed 

a symbol. I have also marked off a certain section in this 

book (the book was then laid before them and the exact par

agraph indicnted). You are to copy this section in the new 

Symbol. Make the symbols plain enough to be read, but work 

as fast as ever you can." 

Method of grading. - The method used in grading was to 

keep the time for each performance by means of a stop watch. 

In my finnl tables I have used as the mark for this test the 

absolute amcunt learned in all five practices. However, the 

other factors, such as the learning curve. amount learned in 
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the initial I>raatiae eta. I have shovm in separate tables 

and graphs. 

The key used in this test is given balow: 

a b a d e 

6 V Q - 0 

f g h i j 

. 5 8 + (21 -
k 1 m n 0 

-U / D c=::::J EB 

p q r B t 

C \Sl '" I- 0 

u v w x y 

- e @] e . 

z 

Lh 
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9. Learning Poetry by the Tachistoscope. 

Object. - The purpose of this test was to Bee how rap

idly the subjects could learn meaningful material, ~hen the 

time allowed them to learn this material was limited. 

Method. - A poem with ten stanzas was typewritten,and 

each stanza was then ~asted on a cardboard which fit the 

clamps on the tachistoscope. The subject was seated so that 

his head was supported in the head rest without undue strain. 

The tachiscope was set for an exposure of three seconds dur

ation. As a preliminary exercise a very simple exposure cards 

were exposed in the holder in order to elve the subject some 

idea of what was expected of him as well as to show him the 

amount of time he would be allowed to view each stanEa.(~or 

a detailed description of the disc tachistoBoope Bee ~ipple'B 

"I,ranual of Ment a1 and Physioal "'ests"). All through this 

experiment the subject was given two signals before each 

exposure. ~enever the subject thought that his attention 

was thoroughly prepared, he gave the signal "ready"; this 

was followed by the two signals from the experimenter -

"ready" and "now". At the second signal the diBO was released 

and the stanza exposed. The exposures were continued until 

the entire stanza was learned. A~ter each exposure, the sub

jeot re})orted verbally all that he had learned of the stanza. 

The instnlotions were: "I am going to expose by means of the 

taohistosoope a stanza of poetry. The stanza contains four 

lines. Eaoh line has t~ur feet, eaoh foot two syllables. 

The first line rhymes with the third, and the seoond with / 
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the fourth. Immediately after each exposure yon are to 

tell me all that you remember of the stanza. Let your 

object be to see all you can at each exposure and remem

ber all you see. Try to ~~thestanza in 

as few exposures as possible". Of course a complete ex

planation of the tachistoscope and its workings was given 

in connection with the instructions. 

Method of grading. - The mark for this test was simply 

the number of exposures required to learn the stanza. 

Note - This test was extended over four da:rs. stanza 

nltmber one was given the first day and three stan~as were 

given on each of the three succeeding days. The material 

used in this test is given on the following pa~e. 
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l1aterial Used in Learning by Tachistoscope. 

(Poetry) 

1. The world's R very ha~py place. 
Where every child may dance and sine, 

And always have a smilinr, face, 
And never sulk for anything. 

2. I waken when the mornings come, 
And feel the air and light alive 

With stranee sweet music like the hum 
Of bees about their busy hive. 

3. The linnets play amone the leaves 
At hide-and-seek, and chirp and sing; 

While, flashine to and from the eaves, 
The swallows twetter on the wing. 

4. And twigs that shake, and boughs that sway, 
And tall old trees you cannot climb, 

And winds. that come, but cannot stay, 
Are singing gayly all the time. 

5. From dawn to dark the old millwheel 
Makes mUSic, eoing round and round; 

And, dusty white with flour and meal, 
The miller whistles to its sound. 

6. The brook that flows beside the mill, 
As happy as a brook can be, 

Goes singing its old song until 
It learns the singing of the sea. 

7. For every wave upon the sands 
Sings songs you never tire to hear, 

Of laden ships from sunny lands 
Where it is summer all the year. 

8. And if you listen to the rain 
Where leaves and birds and bees are dumb, 

You hear it pat tering on the IJane 
Like Andrew beating on his drum. 

9. The coals beneath the kettle croon, 
And clap their hands and dance in r,lee; 

And eV6n the kettle hums a tune 
To tell you when it's time for tea. 

10. The world is such a happy plaoe 
That children whether big or small, 

May always have a smiling face 
And nover, never sulk at all. 
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10. Range of Visual Apprehention. 

(letters) 

Object. - The tests of visual apprehention ' are com

monly assumed to measure such capacities 8S "power of ob

servation","quickness of perception", "range of attention," 

"mental grasp," etc. "They are practically confined to 

the sphere of visual perception, and imply that this per

ception takes place under active attention; thus, in gen

eral, they seek to determine the subject's capacity to 

perceive visual symbols when the conditions of perception 

are limited by short temporal perSistence of the stimulus, 

or by other difficulties or complications that are inten

tionally introduced," Of course other factors besides the 

mere perceiving enters into this and following tests. I 

have introduced in these tests other elements such as roem-

ory, powers of description, etc: 

Method. - Gummed letters were plaoed on oardboards 

in series of fonr, five, six, and seven. At the beginning 

of the experiment shorter series were exposed, oonsisting 

of one. two and three letters. This was done in order to 

aoquaint the subject with the general prooedure. The expos-
"'-' J-

ure time was ver~' short; in fact, just a passing glance. 
'\ 

The instructions were: "1 am going to expose a series of 

letters. This series consists of _______ letters. Only 

one exposure of each group of the letters will be given. 

After eaoh exposure you are to write them down in their 

order if possible. 1 shall, before every exposure give 

two siB'nals, "ready" and "now". My two signals will be 
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given after YOll. have written down the letters of the pre-

ceding exposure and have 

is fixed on the fixation card 

your attention 

"ready"': Of 

course these instructions were accompanied by "explanations 

and illustrations on the tachistosoope. ~his test was all 

given at one sitting. 

Method of grading. - The method of grading in this test 

was to assign one unit for eaoh letter correotly reproduoed, 

but to deduot O~5 for errors of insertion or transposition. 

This means that a letter in the right plaoe oounted one 

unit, but a letter not in its proper plaoe oountedO.5. ~he 

material used in this test is given on the following page. 
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Material Used in Range of Visual ApIlrehension Test. 

(letters) 

Series oonsisting 
of four letters 

1. RNGF 
2. GBFJ 
3. LJPC 
4. D~OC 
5. TRPJ 
6. UDTR 
7. PXSR 

. 8. SJFH 
9. LFKB 

10. BOXC 

Series oonsisting 
of six letters 

1. RDZIUfT 
2. GIU~P 
3. IID-m3LS 
4. JPSFWT . 
5. NYJDKF 
6. BSJQ1.IJ) 
7. CKSNWV 

. 8. KPI,Il:!NB' 
9. HTIIGXL 

10. IU"IDJYF 

Series oonsisting 
of five letters 

1. NUCLH 
2. KRHBJ 
3. CSMTB 
4. OGXFP 
5. WDUVL 
6. LWHCN. 
7. YWNTC 
8. KPJWG 
9. ZRJYH 

10. DSBTM 

Series oonsisting 
of seven letters 

1. BWDHSLC 
2. KVSNWCH 
3. DNPGXRL 
4. JVNFKDP 
5. SBJQDIIF 
6. llKBQUGT 
7. BMLRZJS 
8. LZ.mURV 
9. SFPWJTK 

10. CHZlITRJ 
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11. Range of Visual Apprehension. 

( Pictures ) 

Object. - The general purpose of this testis in

cluded in that of the preaeding test. The specific pur

pose was to test the range of the subjeat's observation 

and his memory for the things observed. It is also inten

ded to test the subjeat'spower of grasping a situation 

when the things he has to judge by are placed before him 
,J 

for only a very limited time. 

Method. - Ten pictures were ahosen as representative 

of ten different situations. These wer,e exposed to the 

subjeat's view for a period of three seaonds each. This 

was done by means of the taohistosaope. The instruations 

were: "I am going to expose a series of ten piatures. Eaah 

exposure will be for a period of three " seconds. You are 

to examine the piatures very closely and report to me at 

the end of eaah exposure everything that you have seen. 

Report everything in detail. Inolude aolor, size, n\tmber, 

- in faat, report everything you aan remember, both qual. 

itative and quantitative". This test was given at one 

sitting. 

Method o! grading.- In grading this test, the exper

imenter had in mind ten main points in each piature. The 

gradine was based on the experimenter's judgment of how 

well the subjeat took up both the qualitative and quan

itative aspects of eaah of these ten points. ~aah sub

jeat's report was followed by a series of questions asked 

by the experimenter. 
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12. Range of Visual Apprehens ion. 

( Poetry ) 

Object.- The general purpose of this test has already 

been stated. 7he specific aim is to determirte the amount 

of logico.l material the subject can grasp in a certain 

limited time. 

Uethod.- A series of ten stanzas of poetry was exposed 

by means of the tachistoscope. Each stanza contained four 

lines. The method used was to expose eaoh stanza onoe 

and after each exposure require the subject to report what 

he remembered of the material seen. As in the preceding 

tests two signals were gi ven, -read:/, and "now". The direc

tions were: "I am going to expose ten stanzas of poetry. 

one ~tanza at a time. Each stanza contains four lines. 

You 'are allowed three seconds to see each stanza. After 

eaoh eX!losure you are to report to me all the words that 

you remember to have seen in the stanza. I do not care 

what method you employ in getting the worda - whether you 

give them in logical order or scattered here and there. 

Remember Y01IT object is to see all the words you can and 

remember all you see." 

Method of Grading'.- This teat was marked according 

to the number of words reported by the subject. The ma

terial used in this test is given on the following page. 
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Material Usea. in Range of Visual Apprehension (Poetry). 

Gone. 

1. Another hand is beckoning us, 
Another call is given; . 

And elows once more with angel steps 
The path which reaches heaven. 

2. Our young and gentle friend whose smile 
Made brighter summer hours, 

Amid the frosts of autumn time 
Has left us vi th the flowers. 

3. The light of her young life went down, 
As sinks behind the hill 

The glory of a setting star,-
Clear, suddenly and still. 

4. As pure and sweet, her fair brow seemed 
Eternal as the sky: 

And like the brook's low song, her vOice,
A sound which could not die. 

5. And half we deemed she needed not 
The changing of her sphere, 

To give to Heaven a Shining One, 
Who walked an angel here. 

6. The blessing of her quiet life 
Fell Dn us like the dew; 

And good thoughts, wher~ her footsteps pressed, 
Like fairy blossom~ grew • 

. ' 
7. Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds 

Were in her very look; 
We read her face as one who reads 

A true and holy book. 

8. We miss her in the place of prayer, 
And by the hearth fire's light; 

We pause beside her door to hear 
Once more her sweet "Good night". 

9. There seems a shadow on the day, 
Her smile no longer cheers; 

A dor.mess on the stars of night, 
Like eyes that liik through tears. 

10. Alone unto our Father's will 
One thought hath reconciled; 

That he whose love exceedeth ours 
Hath taken home his child •. 
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13. spot Pattern Test ' . 

Object.- The purpose of this test is the same as 

the one stated in the four preceding tests. In this 

case the things for which we wish to determine the 

subjects range are different arrangements of spots 

on the inter-sections of vertical and horizontal lines. 

lIethod.- In this test different arrangements of 

spots were exposed. Five series were given. Each 

series contained five different arrangements of spots. 

In the first series each arrangement contained seven 

spots; in the second series each arrangment contained 

eight spots; in both the third and fourth series each 

arrangement contained nine spots; in the fifth series 

each arrangement contained ten spots. These arrange

ments of spots were prepared before hRnd and placed 

on card-boards. Of course each arrangement differed 

from every other arrangement. 

rangements below: 

I give two sample ar-
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It was necessary for each subject to be supplied 

TIith small recording sheets. A great number of these 

were prepared in the following forn: 

Top. 

wo..A/ 
The method of administering the tests ~ as fol-

lows: An arrangment of srots was placed in the holder 

of the tachistoscope. The signals "ready"- "now" were 

then used. The disk was released on the second signal. 

The exposure time was two seconds. After each exposure 

the subject placed on a recording sheet the arranement 

of spots, as he remembered them. This sheet was then 

passed to the experimenter who passed on it as "right" 

or "wrong". The exposuleS were continued until the sub-

ject had arranged the spots in the proper way. 

After the first series of SllOtS had been exposed. 

each subject was asked what method he used in remember

ing the arrangements. The following answers were given: 

Mr. A. reported that he saw the spots in oluoters. 

He would write down one oluster'of spote and then write 
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the other cluster by refering it to the first cluster. 

Mr. B reported that his beat way of retaining was 

in counting hoVl many lines had spots on them. Sometimes 

he counted vertical lines, sometimes horizontal. 

Miss C reported that she first located a spot in 

the upper left hand corner; then notioed the distanoe 

the spot was from the edge; then the distance down from 

the top; whe then refered this spot to its group. She 

then refered this group to another group; then vaguely 

to still another group. This introspection was given 

after the first exposure. 

Mr. D. reported that he followed the horizontal 

lines, noticing the different spaces between the spots. 

Miss E reported that she fir.st fixated the spots 

on the first hori7.ontal line and then placed the others 

in reference to these. 

Iliss F reported that she sawall the spots as a 

pattern. She put down all the spots every time. 

Miss G reported that she did not use the same meth

od every time. She usually started at the top and follow

ed the first horizontal line. She then fixed the dots 

that were under the dots in the horizontal line. 

Miss H reported that she followed the horizontal 

lines, counting and locating the dots on each line. 

Miss I reported that she first saw the upper 

horizontal line, then looked down and fixated on a group 

and finally located others in reference to this group. 
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~ 
The instructions in this test were: "I a.m ~91nt to 

expose in the tachistoscope a cluster of spots arranged 

on a series of horizontal and vertical lines. o The spots 

will be placed on the intersections of these lines. The 

lines will be arranged in the same manner as are those 

on the little recording sheets which you have on the 

table before you. No spots Vlill be placed on the outside 

border line. The arrangement of spots will be exposed 

for a period of two seconds. You ate to notice the ar-

rangment olosely and endeavor to reproduce it on the 

record sheets. If you do not sucoeed after the first 

exposure, I shall continue the exposures until the arran

gment is correctly reproduced. At the end of each ex

posure you are to hand the record sheet with the spots 

you have placed upon it to me. I shall judge it "right" 

or "wrong". No other information will be given. As in 

the other experiments with the tachistoscope. There 

will be two Signals, "ready" and "now". Try to get the 

arrangment of spots in just as few exposures as possible: 

Method of grading. - The marks for this test consis

ted in counting the number of exposures required to cor

rectly reproduce a pattern. 
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14. Test of Hechanical Ability. 

Object.- . The purpose of this test was to determine 

the ability of the subjeot to work with unknown material 

in the form of a toy bank and a puzzle box and solve 

their 'mysteries'. For want of a better name I have 

termed this combination of tests as a"Test of Mechanical 

Ability" •. 

Yaterial.- The apparatus used in this test was a 

puzzle box and a bank. The puzzle box consisted of wood, 

glass, steel pegs. ana metal rings connected wi th sI1rings. 

The box was almost square in shape. Five of the sides 

were made of wood. The .1~th side waS a ~lass door. Ar

ranged in various places on the inside were steel pegs. 

Over these pegs were glass rings connected by a net-work 

of strings. This net-work was fastened to a metal hook 

which rnn through a staple w~ich held the glass door shut. 

In order to open the door it was necessary to move cer

tain rings first in order to release certain other rings 

and finally to release the metal hook which held the door 

shut. On three of the sides of the box were small holes 

through which the subject oould push a shoe hook and re

move the rings. The directions were as follows: "You 

have before YOll a puzzle box. . You are to open the box 

as soon as you can. Before you open it, however, notice 

the arrangment of rings and strings well enough to be 

able to close the box and arrange the rings in the same 

order you now find them. The only instrument you need 
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is this shoe hook." 

The bank -was in the form of a combination lock box. 

It was to be opened by neans of working a combination 

and moving three levers and a brass button. . The direc-

tions to the subject were: "I vlant you to open this 1)ank 

just as soon as possible. Listen closely while I give 

you the instructions. Turn the combination lock slowly 

to the right to 50, turn the lock slowly back to the left 

to 49, then turn the lock back to the right until it 

clicks; pullout the lever on the left, pull up the lever 

on top, push the brass knob to the right, turn the lock 

and open the door." This test is of course a combination 
~/.,-~q,..j~~ 

Of~codplicated co~mand and~echanical ability, If an 

order was forgotten, the experimenter furnished the in-

formation necessary to proceed with the test. That 

part of the test consisting of thu complicated command 

was not taken account of in the results, my interest 

being in the mechanical features involved. 

Hethod of grading. - The marks for these tests con

sisted of the time required to do the tasks aSSigned. 

In the final tables all three tests nre pooled under one 

head and are deSignated as "Mechanical Ability". I give 

a rough sketch of the pU7.z1e box and bank on the follow

ing page. 
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15. Fast Forward Reading Test. 

Object. - The purpose of this test was to determine 

how rapidly the subject accomplished suoh ordinary tasks 

as reading. 

Method. - The method used in", this test was to place 

before the subjeot a seleotion to be read. The instruct

ions were: "On the other side of this piece of paper is 

a printed selection. You are to read this seleotion as 

rapidly as possible. The selection is composed of good 

Enelish. Do not read so fast that you mumble your words. 

However, all that is necessary in the way of ~nnnaiation 

is to read so that whst yon are saying would be intellig

ible to a person near you." 

Method of grading. - The mark for this test consis

·ted in simply recording the time required to read the 

seleation as indicated by a stop watch. The material 

used in this test is given on the following page. 
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _________ - ___________________ _ , Date ____________________ _ 

READ ALOUD AS FAST AS POSSIBLE WITHOUT 

MAKING MISTAKES 

Many of the Indians lived in villages. These were nearly always small, seldom 

having more than a few hundred people in them, and as a rule even less. In many 

tribes these villages consisted of wigwams, which were occupied by single families. 

To construct a wigwam a few poles were planted in a circle, and the ends gathered 

together and fastened at the top, where a hole was left for the smoke to escape. 

The wigwam, both within and without, was covered by skins, mats, or bark. 

Sometimes a bearskin served for a door, There was·no floor except the bare earth, 

and no carpet. There were no chairs and there were no tables, but around the 

sides of the wigwam the Indians sometimes put brush or skins of animals, to sit or 

lie upon. There was also a platform or shelf for provisions and for the household 

utensils. 

The Indians were hospitable to strangers, and whenever one found his way to a 

wigwam they ~ere ready to give him both food and shelter. Suppose we pay an 

imaginary visit to one of the wigwams. Let us push aside the bearskin that serves 

as a door and enter. Altho it may be a cold day, there is no stove nor fire-place, 

for this frail structure has no chimney. But in the center of the room we find a 

fire in a hole· or pit, where the squaw is cooking something to eat. The wigwam 

is somew.hat smoky, but much of the smoke is going out thru the opening at the . 

top. After a short time we may get used to. the thick atmosphere and not mind it 

any more than the Indians do, 

tiO.77281_A Whipple's Manual C. H. Stoelting Co., Chicago, U. S. A. 
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16. Complicated Prose No. I. 

( Reading words backward 

Object. - The purpose of this test is to determine 

how much the subject's old habits interfere with his 

forming new habits. 

Method. - The method used in this test was to place 

the material before the subject with the following in

structions: "On the other side of tho paper which is 

before you is some printed material which we call po~

pli~ated prose. You are to begin at the bottom of the 
• 

page and read backwards as fast as ever you can. The 

material is arranged in this fashion: 'suppose you wanted 

to write in complicated IJrose the statement 'The cat is 

black'. It would be as follows: blaokisoatthe. You see 

there is no spaoing or punotuation. Remember the objeot 

is to read it as fest as possible without making any 

mistakes. If ~iOU make a mistake, I shall stop you by 

saying 'no"~. 

Method of grading. - ~e mark for this test con

sisted in the time required to read the seleotion cor

rectly. The material used is given on the 'following 

pa.ge. 
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Name. _ .. _ . .. _. _ . ...... _ .... _ .. _ ... " .. _ _ _ Date ______ .. _ . __ . __ . . _ . . __ 

BEGIN AT THE RIGHT-HAND END OF THE LAST LINE" 
AND READ ALOUD AS FAST AS POSSIBLE 

WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES 

piece 

'oneofmadesometimesweremoccasinsandleggingsthemoccasinsand 

leggingsapronandsleevesshortwithgarmentupperlooseaworesquawa 

calledwomanindiantheanimalothersomeordeeraofsinewsthethread 

theirandfishaofbonesmallawasneedletheiruseweassuchthreadand 

needleshadindiansthealthoughtogethersewedweremoccasintheof 

piecesthefoothuntersaforcoveringofkindbesttheinadeandnoiseless 

andsoftweretheythussolesnohavinginwasthatandrespectonein 

alikeallweretheydetailofvarietythewhateverbutanklethefromdown 

hungw hichflapshadalsosomeembroideredmuchinsteptheoverpiece 

ahadpatternselaboratemorefoottheoveroneandheelthebehindseam 

onehadmoccasinofkindsimplestthethemshapingofwaysdifferenthad 

tribesvariousthemoccasinsworetheydoweasleatherofshoeswesring 

ofinsteadbeadsandclawsbearsteethelksofmadenecklaceswear 

tolikedandornamentsoffondwereindiansthefineryotherandbeads 

feathersbirdquillsporcupinewithembroideredwerethesesometimes 

skinofrobeshadtheyoccasionsfestiveforbuckskinofleggingsworealso 

menthebehindandfrontindownhangingheadswithd.ecoratedends 

thewaistthearoundbeltabyplaceinheldwasthislongfeetofnumber 

aandwidemoreorfootaskinofstripaworementheanimalswildofskins 

theoflargelymadewasindianstheofdressthecamemenwhitethebefore 

liQ 7" 
. 12S1_n \Vhippl,,'s Manual C. II. Stoelting Co., Chicago, U. S. A. 
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19. Complicated Prose No. II. 

(Reading Letters DaokwardJ 

Object.- The purpose of this test is the same as 

that stated for the preoeding test, viz., to determine 

to what extent the subjeot's old habits interfere with 

his aotions in forming new habifs. 

!Jethod.- The method used in this test was to . 

place the material before the subject with the follow

ing instruotions: "On the other side of the paper which 

is before you is some printed material, which we call 

oomplicated prose. You are to begin at the bottom of 

the ~age and read backward. Tho material is arranged 

somewhat differently from that of the test which you 

took yesterday. Aocording to this soheme if you want

ed to write the statement 'the cat is black' it would 

be as follows: koalbsltaoeht. You see there is no 
ct... ~,j cL.... .&ZfZu Ah ~. , 

spacing and N9 pr~neYnaiat1&U. The object of the test 

is to read the material as fast as possible without 

making any mistakes. If you make a mistake, I shall 

stop you by saying tno·~. 

Method of Grading.- The mark for this test was 

simply the time required to read the selection oorreot

lYe The material used is given on the following page. 
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Material Used in Complicated Prose Test number Two. 

egdelwonkdnaeracelttilafotnawrofdednilbrodelppircefilhguor

h t gniogs i t ignih t lufdaerda t ahwdnaecalpre])o rprih t fo tuoerayeh t

nehwerasgnihtlufesuylgnideecxeesehtsuoregnadwohezilaerot

nOitalupopelohwehtetacudeott})ecxeenodebnacgnihtondeednise

itirohtuaehtybenodsignihtonhtnomanettuobaylnofoetartane

ppahdnayrtnocehtrevolladaerpserastnediccaehtesuacebtub

dlrowehtrevollapuenogevahdluowlwohatahwernitenotadeneppah

dahsihtfispacgnitsalbhtiwgniyalpmorfsraeyeviftsalehtnief

ilrofdelppirospahreprotruhneebevahnerdlihcderdnuhxisrevoe

filafoneveroeyenarodnahafoBsolehtsitluserehtdnapacgnitsa1-

bafoegdirt rA.cet iman~rdaebotsevorpenoelt t ilgni toeIlsusnue

htybdnuofgnihtyelpgnitaniosaftubddoehtsrepapehtnitneuqer

footgnittegerasevisolpxehgihhtiwgniyalpfotluserasademi

amrodelliknerdlihcfostnuocca 
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18. Scholastic Records. 

Object.- The purpose of securinB the scholastic 

records was to determine how the various teachers had 

ranked the subjects in their ordinary school work. Pro

bably the chief aim was to be able to compare the marks 

secured in school by the subjeots with the marks soor

ed in the actual test, as shown in this experiment. 

Method.- The method used to secure these scholas-

tic records was as follows: In the University of Mis-

sonri students are graded on n comparative scale. The 

upper fourth of each clas~ is given 15% extra credit 

(the highest t% is Biven 30% extra oredit); ' the middle 

half of the class is given normal credit, 100%; the 

lowest fourth of the clas~ is given 15% negative oredit. 
lI-

this makes their grade 85% (the lowest 1% are given no 

credit). On the books of the ReBistrar of the Univer

sity. I found the number of hours each subjeot had taken 

and the per cent. of credit he had received. In order 

to make the table .. for these records comparable with 

the other tables using this experiment, I arbitrarily 

InultiI)lied eaoh positive and negative credit by 3 1/3. 

By this method in reduoing the figures to a scale where 

the averaBe was 50, the ranee of latitude was ih about the 

same prOI)Ortion as that of the other tests. One oan 

readily see that arbitrarily mnltiplylng by the 3 1/3, 

'". 

does not in any way effect the . ranking of the subjeots; 

neither ~oes it influence the oorrelations materially. 



For example, suppose I found on the registrar's books 

that a certain subject had received 109~ credit for work 

done. I first multiplied 9 by 3 1/3 which gives 30. I 

then considered his tentative grade as 130. The grades 

of the other subjects were treated in the same way. All 

the grades were then pooled and reduaed to a scale of 50. 



(z4.) 

19. Imputed Intelligence. 

The ranking of the subjects for this test was made 

in conformance with the directions as given by stern in 

his "Psychological Methods of Testing Intelligence". The 

person making the estimations had had considerable psy

chological training. He had known all the.subjects for 

at least a year and some of them longer. He was care

fully instructed as to how he should perform his task. 

Although he knew in a general way the scholastio recorda 

of the subjects, he did not allow this to influence him 

any more than possible. Let me say in opposition to 

stern's view, however, that in ~the intelligence 

of an individual we oan't throwaway everything we know 

about him; we must judge him by his reaotions in every

thing he does - in the olass room, in the laboratory, in 

his conversations, in his dealings with : his fellows. 

in a word, in solving all of life's problems. All these 

thines were oonsidered in ranking these subjeots. I be

lieve with stern that this is one of the best if not the 

best method for judging an individual's intelligenoe. 

It is the test oommonly applied in the world of business. 

It is practicable and workable. The only danger result

ing from the method lies in the fact that we are liable 

to draw our conclusions from impressions too hastily 

gathered. 
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20. Tapping Test. 

Object.- The purpose of this test is to secure the 

muscular reaction time of the subject. It is to see how 

quickly the response comes when a stimulus is applied. 

Uethod.- The apparatus used for testin~ musoular speed 

is a tapping board oonsisting of metal plates having 

electrical conneotions with a kymograph, an eleotrical 

counter, a short-circuiting key and a seconds' pendulum. 

The instruments are so connected that when the subject 

strikes the tapping board with the metal stylus, the oir

oni t is COMpleted Rnd the tap is reoorded on the electrical 

oounter and the kymograph. The subjeotwas instruoted to 

tap the metal plate as rapidly as possible. At the end 

of thirty seconds the oonnection was broken by means of 

a short - oirouiting key and the number of taps they had 

made in thirty seoonds was noted on the oounter and ky

mograph and recorded by the experimenter. Five tests of 

this kind were given. The instruotions were: "You are to 

hold this stylus in your hand in a vertical position. The 

objeot of the test is to tap this metal plate as rapidly 

as you can. I shall give you two Signals, "ready" and 

"now". At the seoond signal you arE; to start and oontinue 

tappin~ until I stop you." Sinoe all the subjeots were 

right handed, this hand only was tested. 

Method of Grading.- The mark reoorded for this test 

was the number of taps made by the subject. 
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The Tables. 

Probably a brief explanation of the tables which 

folloVl is necessary. I have numbered the tables from 1 

to 20. All the tests of one kind being tabled under one 

number. For example, under Table 2 I have placed all the 

results of th9 rote memory tests; under Table 4 I have 

recorded the results of all the free association tests etc. 

The last table given under each number, 2c for example, 

contains the results of all the tests of that particular 

kind. ~hese results have been pooled and reduced to a 

scale where the average mark is 50. The other tables 

under the number, as 2, 2a, and 2b, contain the original 

marks made b~T the subjects in each test. In these first 

tables the stlbj.ects are arranged according to rank. In 

the tables where the average is 50 the subjects are arran

ged in alphabetical order. 

The graph on page 84 illustrates the progress of the 

subjects in the learning test where letters were substi~ 

tuted for digits. The curves start high and end low becau

se the scale was drawn in terms of time. The lower the 

curve the greater the efficiency of the subject. The 

same sort of scale was used in making the graph on page 86. 
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Logical MemOr!T (four tests) 

Table No. 1. 

Test No. 1 2 3 4 Average 

Mr. A 92 156 133 66 111.75 

Hiss I 77 157 127 39 100.00 

Miss H 78 150 133 38 99.75 

Hiss F 72 116 130 52 92.50 

11iss C 86 116 99 47 87.00 

Hiss G 77 114 98 48 84.25 

Hr. D 42 92 III 26 67.75 

Hiss E 45 92 76 28 60.25 

Hr. B 53 90 50 39 58.00 

Ta.ble No. la. 

(fina.l results of these tests reduced to a 
scale where the average is 50) 

Hr. A 66 

Mr. B 34 

Miss C 51 

Mr. D 40 

JUss E 36 

Miss F 55 

Miss G 50 

Miss H 59-

Hiss I 59 



78. 

Rote Memory 

r two tests of concrete - two of abstract ) 

Table No. 2. Table Uo. 2a. 
(concrete) (abstract) 

Test No. 1 2 Average Test no. 1 - 2 Average 

lliss F 58 62 60.0 Hiss F 57 64 60.5 

Ur. n 57 60 58.5 Hr. A 54 64 59.0 

Hiss E 60 54 57.0 Miss H 52 62 57.0 

Hiss I 60 53 56.5 Miss I 50 56 53.0 

Hiss H 58 52 55.0 Miss C 50 52 51.0 

Hiss C 48 53 50.5 Hiss E 50 52 51.0 

1.ir. A 51 49 50.0 Hr. n 47 50 48.5 

!liss G - 44 45 44.5 Hiss G 41 46 43.5 

Hr. B 42 44 43.0 Mr. B 41 43 42.0 

Table No. 2b Table no. 2c. 
(this shows averaye of (final results of these tests 

both tests reduced to a scale where the aver-
age is 50) 

Jllss F 60.25 Mr. A 52-

Hiss H 56.00 Hr. B 41 

Miss I 54.75 Miss C 49 

llr • A 54.50 Hr. n 51 

russ E 54.00 Miss E 51 pIns 

Ur. n 53.50 Miss F 58 

Miss G 50.75 Miss G 42 

IvUss G 44.00 ~Uss H 54 

Mr. B 42.50 Miss I 52 
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Memory for Objeots. 

(6 tables of 10 objects each) 

Table No.3. 

Table Uo. 1 2 3 4 5 6 c' total 

lUss C 8 10 9 8 7 9 51 

Mr. D 7 7 9 7 8 10 48 

Miss I 8 8 9 6 8 9 48 

Miss F 7 7 8 10 9 7 48 

lrr • A 10 7 9 7 7 7 48 

Miss E 7 7 8 8 9 8 47 

Miss H 7 5 9 8 7 8 1 44 

Miss G 8 6 8 8 5 7 42 

Mr. B 7 5 6 7 6 9 40 

Table No. 3a. 

( final results of these tests reduced to a 
scale where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 52 

Mr. B 43 

Miss C 55 

Mr. D 52 

~Iiss E 51 

russ F 52 

Hiss G 45 

Hiss H 48 

russ I 52 



80. 

Free Association(4 teste) 

Table No.4 

Initial word "sky" "Chicaeo" "KiplinS" "election" Avg. 

Miss H 126 137 168 203 168.5 

!Uss F 111 112 200 184 151.8 

Miss I 91 124 110 116 146.0 

Mr. A 98 130 142 188 139.5 

Miss G 56 64 88 85 73.3 

Uif'ls C 42 54 101 81 69.5 

Hr. B 48 66 66 75 61.3 

Mr. D 36 40 64 67 49.3 

Miss E 39 58 48 49 48.5 

Table no. 4a. (The average mark 
in this table is 50) 

Mr. A 70 

Mr. B 31 

lUss C 35 

Mr. D 25 

Miss E 24 

lass F 76 

lIiss G 37 

Hiss H 79 

Miss I 73 



Test No. 

Mr. A 

Miss H 

Uiss G 

lUss F 

Hiss C 

Mr. D 

Miss I 

Hr. B 

Hiss E 

81. 

Controlled Association - Opposites. 
(3 tests of 50 words each) 

Table No. 5. 

I 2 3 Average 

2:01 2:18 1:47 2:02 

1:57 2:32 1:52 2:07 

2:22 2:38 2:45 2:35 

2:15 6:18 2:37 3:48 

3;06 5:19 3:11 3:52 

3:26 4:40 3:48 3:58 

2:46 3:59 6: 16 4:20 

5:42 4:02 5:22 5:02 

9:33 4:46 11:26 8:35 

Table No. 5a. 

(final results of the tests reduoed to 

a scale where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 83 

Mr. B 33 

russ C 44 

Mr. n 43 

Miss E 20 

russ F 45 

Miss G 65 

Miss H 79 

Miss I 38 

... 



Test 

Uiss 

lir. 

Miss 

Hiss 

Hiss 

j,fr • 

Miss 

Hr. 

Miss 

82. 

Learning Nonsense Syllables. 
(6 sets of 10 syllables each) 

Table No. 6 

Ho. 

F 3 8 3 4 4 

A 6 7 6 5 5 

I 10 4 8 4 5 

H 13 8 6 3 4 

C 14 9 6 6 7 

D 14 8 6 8 6 

G 10 11 16 9 7 

B 19 11 13 7 7 

E 17 12 14 9 11 

Table No. 6a. 

(final results of the tests reduced to a 
scale where the avera.ge is 50) 

Mr. A 67 

Mr. B 32 

Miss C 44 

Mr. D 44 

Miss E 29 

lJisG F 85 

Uiss G 35 

Hiss H 54 plus 

Miss I 60 

22 

28 

31 

34 

42 

42 

53 

57 

63 



Test No. 

Miss I 

1.Ir. A 

Hiss F 

Hiss H 

Miss G 

Mr. D 

Miss E 

Uiss C 

Mr. B 

1 

4:24 

4:16 

4:52 

5:20 

5:18 

6:29 

6:15 

6:43 

10;30 

Table No. 7a. 

%e;ain in the 5 
practioes. 

Hiss I .530 

Miss H 

Mr. A 

Mr. D 

Hiss C 

Uiss E 

!,,,uss G 

Mr. B 

Miss F 

.406 

.406 

.336 

.272 

.264 

.220 

.201 

.174 

83. 

Substitution Test. 

(letters for digits) 

Table No.7. 

2 

3:05 " 

2:57 

4:51 

4:34 

4:31 

5:11 

5:40 

5:27 

8:29 

3 

2:26 

2:47 

4:04 

3:44 

4:25 

5:42 

5:06 

5:04 

9:29 

4 : 

2:13 

2:38 

4:24 

3:35 

4:08 

4:24 

4:58 

4:53 

8:35 

5 

2:04 

2:32 

4:01 

3:10 

4:18 

4:18 

4:36 

4:59 

8:23 

Table No. 7b. 

Total 

14:12 

15:10 

18:12. 

20:23 

22:40 

26:04 

26:35 

27:06 

45:26 

(final results of the tests re
duced to a scale where the 
average is 50) 

Hiss I 76 

Mr. A 

Uiss F 

Miss H 

Miss G 

Hr. D 

Miss E 

Uiss C 

Mr. B 

71 

59 

53 

48 

41 

40 

39 

23 

Note:- The fi8'ures on Table No.7 are given in minutes and 
seconds. A low time represents a hieh efficiency. Table 
No. 7b is based on the total. 
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84. 

Practice no. 

2 3 4 5 

- /'1i~sC 

~<:::C3~e:::~-iJ_4~J1E~1-M" '1>'1> G.:. ~ - My:D 

- M i".) !. F 

Graphs sho vine rocords mude in sllbstN:tuting 
let era for di .i ts. 
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Learning Test. 

(symbols substituted for the letters of the alphabet) 

Table no. 8 

Test Ho. 

Miss F 26:58 20:15 13:27 11:49 15:38 88:07 

Mr. A 30:30 21:16 14:21 12:17 15:10 93:43 

Hiss H 27:49 23:27 15:10 11:03 16:41 94:10 

11iss G 28:28 23:29 16:49 13:37 17:01 99:24 

Miss I 27:13 23:22 19:58 15:42 17:48 104:03 

Miss E 36:10 28:12 19:28 17:10 22:25 123:25 

},Ir. D 38:26 29:43 20:01 18:42 22:10 129:02 

Miss C 33:30 29:38 22:01 20:58 25:20 131:27 

Mr B 64:38 61:58 38:57 28:56 36:11 230:40 

Table No. 8a. 

(final results of these tests reduced to a 
scale where the average is 50) 

Ur. A 60 

Ur. B 24 

Miss C 43 

Ur. D 44 

YUss E 45 

Miss F 64 

Miss G 56 

Miss H 60 

Hiss I 54 

• 
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87. 

Learnine Poetry by the Tachistoscope 1lethod. 

Table No. 9. 
total No. of 

stanza No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 exposures 

Uiss I 4 4 5 4 2 3 2 2 4 2 32 

Hiss F 3 7 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 2 32 

Hr. A 4 6 3 4 3 4 3 4 6 2 39 

Miss H 5 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 5 4 44 

Miss C 7 9 5 5 7 5 6 4 7 3 58 

Miss E 6 11 8 8 4 6 6 4 4 2 59 

Hiss G 7 9 6 8 7 4 3 6 6 3 59 

Mr. n 7 18 6 5 6 6 5 7 5 3 68 

In- • . B 15 16 7 5 11 8 8 7 6 4 87 

Table No. 9a. 

e final results of these test~ reduced 
to a scale where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 61 

Mr. B 28 

Miss C 42 

Mr. n 35 

LIiss E 40 

Miss F 75 

IUSB G 40 

Mis~ H 54 

Miss I · 75 



88. 

Range of Visual Apprension - Letters 

Table lio. 10. 

Uo. of 
letters 4 5 6 7 Average. 

IU.ss F 4.00 4.80 4.50 4.70 4.50 

lUss H 3.65 4.00 4.25 3.95 3.96 

lUss E 3.65 4.25 3.60 4.25 3.93 

Mr. A 3.45 3.90 3.50 3.70 3.64 

Hiss I 3.80 3.60 3.35 3.75 3.62 

Ur. n 3.80 3.10 3.45 3.40 3.44 

Uiss C 3.85 3.70 2.70 3.35 3.40 

Hiss G 3.10 3.10 3.20 3.05 3.11 

Mr. B 2.40 2.50 3.25 3.25 2.85 

Table no. lOa. 

Mr. A 51 

Mr. B 40 

Miss C 47 

Mr. n 48 

11iss E 54 

Miss F 62 plus 

~Uss G 43 

Miss H 55 

lUss I 50 

( final results of these tables reduced to 

a scale where the averRge is 50) 



89. 

~ange of Visual Apprehension - Pictures. 

Table No. 11. 

Picture 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 

Miss I 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.5 9.5 8.5 9.0 9.0 9.5 9.0 9.00 

Hiss ]I 8.0 8.5 9.5 £1.0 9.0 8.0 9.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.60 

Miss G 9.0 8.5 8.4 8.0 8.6 7.5 8.5 8.5 9.0 9.5 8.55 

!Jiss C 8.5 8.5 9.0 8.5 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.5 9.0 8.30 

Mr. A 7.5 7.5 7.0 6.5 7.0 6.0 6.5 8.0 8.5 7.0 8.15 

Miss H 8.0 8.5 7.5 7.5 7.0 7.5 8.5 7~0 7.5 8.0 7.70 

Mr. B 8.0 7.0 6.5 8.5 7.5 7.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 8.5 7.00 

Hiss E 6.0 5.0 4.5 5.0 5.0 4.5 6.0 4.5 5.5 5.0 5.10 

Hr. n 7.5 6.0 6.0 5.4 5.0 4.4 3.7 3.2 3.0 4.8 4.90 

Table No. lla. 

( final r~sult8 of these tests reduced 

to a sca.le where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 54 

Mr. B 47 

Miss C 56 

Ur. n 33 

Miss E 34 

Miss :p 58 

Miss G 57 

Miss H 51 

Miss I 60 



90. 

Range of Visual Apprehension - Poetry. 

Table No. 12. 

sta.nza Total No. of 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 words seen in 

ten exposures 
Miss I 10 11 17 9 14 13 13 19 19 9 134 

Miss F 11 12 17 10 14 16 15 14 16 9 133 

Mr. A 11 10 19 6 16 16 10 16 13 9 124 

Miss H 12 8 14 11 10 16 11 12 12 10 116 

Miss C 10 4 13 10 10 13 9 12 11 9 101 

Miss E 7 9 10 8 9 12 6 12 12 8 92 

Miss G 8 7 9 6 8 12 8 11 9 8 86 

Mr. D 6 6 8 8 7 8 4 9 6 7 68 

l!r. B 6 8 10 7 6 6 7 7 10 2 67 

Table No. 12a. 

(final results of these tests reduoed to 

a soa.le where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 61 

Mr. B 33 

Miss C 49 plus 

Mr. D 34 

Miss E 45 

Miss F 65 

Miss G 42 

Hiss H 55 

Miss I 66 



91. 

spot Pattern Test. 

(5 series - 5 arrangements of spots in each series) 

Table No. 13. 
total no. of 

7's 8's 9's 9's lOts exposures 

Miss C 12 14 14 13 11 64 

Ur. A 12 13 14 14 14 67 

Miss F 20 13 16 14 10 73 

Miss I 13 13 20 17 13 76 

1liss E 19 15 19 14 18 85 

1,liss G 18 22 17 16 13 86 

MR. D 21 16 18 23 20 98 

Miss H 25 23 "'.d ~~ ...: 15 ::0 107 

Mr. B 30 26 21 19 21 117 

Table No. 13a. 

( final results of these tests reduced to 

a scale where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 62 

Mr. B 35 

lUes C :' 65 
• 

Mr. D 42 

Uiss E 49 

Miss F 57 

Mise G 48 

Miss H 38 

Mise I 54 plue 



92. 

Meahaniaa1 Ability. 

(aombination of the two puzzle box tests and the bank test) 

Table No. 14. 
Puzzle Box. 

time required time required . total time 
to open to alose required 

lass G 1-15 1-40 2~55 

Mr. A 1-41 1-42 3-23 

Mr. D 3-13 1-30 4-43 

Miss F 3-05 3-04 6-09 

Hiss C 7~03 3-04 10-07 

Miss I 8-30 5-40 14-10 

Mr. B 6-02 8-40 14-42 

Miss H 9-40 6.,.43 16-23 

Miss E 10-45 8-03 18-48 

Table No. 14a. 

Bank. 

(oomp1icated command) 

Time required 
to open. 

Miss H 1-20 (Command oorreat1y reoeived) 

Miss F 1-50 (One order forgotten) 

Mr. A 2-20 (Command aorreot1y reoeived) 

Miss C 2-40 (Command oorreot1y reoeived) 

Mr. B 4-08 (Command oorreat1y received) 

Hiss I 4-09 (Command correctly received) 

Miss G 4-15 (Last two orders forgotten) 

Mr. n 5-50 (CoInr.'land oor'rect1y reoei ved) 

Misa E 11-68 (Two orders forgotten) 



93. 

Table l~o. l4b. 

( final results of these tests reduoed to 
a soale where the average is 50) 

Mr. A 86 

Mr. B 26 

Hiss C 40 

Hr. D 55 

Miss E 16 

Miss F 63 

Hiss G 87 

Miss H 50 

Miss I 27 
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Fast Forward Reading. 

Table No. 15. 

Time (given in seconds) 

Miss H 50 

Uiss I 56 

Miss F 60 

Mr. A 68 

Mr. D 70 

Miss C 77 

Mr. B 79 

Miss G 80 

Miss E 80 

Table No. 15a. 

( final results of these tests reduced to 
a scale where the average is 50) 

},{r • A 50 

Ur. B 43 

Uiss C 44 

Mr. D 47 

Miss E 42 

Hiss F 55 

Uiss G 42 

lllss H 67 

Miss I 60 
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Complicated Prose I .• 

(reading words backward) 

Table No. 16. 

Time. 

Mr. A 2-44 

Miss I 3-14 

Miss H 3-52 

Hiss F 4-16 

Miss C 5-53 

Miss G 6-30 

Mr. D 8-20 

Miss E 10-04 

Mr. B 16-27 

Table No. 16a. 

Mr. A 92 

Mr. B 16 

Hiss C 13 

Mr. D 31 

Hiss E 25 

Miss F 60 

Miss G 39 

triss H 66 

lUss I 78 

( final results of these tests reduced to a 

scale where the averaee is 50) 
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Complicated Prose II 

(reading letters backward) 

Table No. 17. 

Time 

Mr. A 5-43 

Mias I 10-02 

l,Uss G 10-07 

Miss F 10-09 

Mr. D 12-30 

Miss C 12-46 

Miss 11 17-45 

Ur. 13 23-37 

!Uss E 29-10 

Table no. 17a. 

(final results of theae tests reduced to a 
scale where the average is fO) 

Mr. A 103 

Mr. B 25 

Miss C 46 

Mr. D 48 

Miss E 20 

IUss F 58-

Miss G 58 

Miss I 59 

~ , 

Il;' 

'#' .' , -
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Scholastic TIecord. 

Table !:o. 18. 

I\Ir. A 68 

Mr. 13 40 

Hiss C 38 

r!r. D 32 

Hiss E 39 

russ F 54 

Hiss G 60 

russ H 67 

Miss I 52 
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Imputed Intelligence. 

Table No. 19. 

Mr. A 66 

Mr. B 30 

Hiss C 46 

Mr. D 38 

Miss E 34 

Hiss F 68 

Miss G 50 

Miss H 58 

Miss I 60 
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Tapping. 

(average of 5 tests) 

Table no. 20. 

Rieht Hand. 

lUs8 F 238.0 

Hiss I 226.0 

Hiss C 223.3 

Miss H 222.5 

Mi8s G 200.3 

Ur. A 196.8 

Miss E 196.0 

Mr. B 191.3 

Mr. D 190.0 

Table No. 20a. 

( final results of these tests reduced 

to a. Bca.le where the averaee is 50 ) 

Mr. :" A 47 plus 

Hr • . B 46 

Hiss C 53 plus 

Hr. ~ D 45 

lIiss E 47 

Mis:.1 F 57 

russ G 48 

Hiss H 53 

Miss I 54 
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Treatment of ~esults and Conclusions. 

In the two preceding sections I have described the 

tests used in determinlng the subject's powers at a number 

of different performances, and have also given in convenient 

tables and graphs the marks made in these tests. We must 

nOll consider how to reeard these results. The usual method 

is to pick for each performanc,e a lfibel out of a certain 

stock of conceptions used for that purpose, such as assoc

iation, memory, etc. When, for instance, a subject has 

successfully reproduced a story e:iven as logical memory 

material, he is straightway declared to be good in all 

other kinds of memor~T performances; for this there is no 

conclusive evidence. ' . On the other hand, if we do not make 

such a deduct ion it is at' first difficult to see how we 

are to make nny deduction at all. The fact of doing any

thing well has really demonstrated at most a power for 

that particular l)erformance only, and as in ordinary life 

no two rerforr.w.nces resemh1.e one another quite exactl~r. 

it would seem that no isolated performance could give us 

precise information for subsequent use. 

Evidently, then, the first step toward profitable 

knowledge mnst be to fino. out whether or not performances 

are interdependent, so that when a subject shows ability 

in one performance we may be enabled to form somo conclusion 

RS to the likelihood of his having ability in another. 

At present the only effective method known of meHsur

ing such interdependence appears to be that of correlational 
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coefficients. 

In the present paper, therefore, I have used these 

quite extensively. The results I have obtained in the 

correlations will be slightly smaller than the true ones. 
"'~ 

Recent investigations have shown that the~correlations are 

always smaller than the true ones whe~ tJ::J.e aVQr~e., are 

t\.Q.rive~ froe & slBRll fttl:mr.8:r of .g2~ea. 

As regards the probable error of the coefficients, 

I have checked t!w-L-res~llts by Spearman's formula,. 

P. E. :; .6745 
1 - r2 

r in this formula equals the correlational coefficient and 

n equals the number of cases (Always 9 in this experiment) 

Such, then, is the statistioal method by which I hope 

to decide between the three rival theories. If the theory 
-t£.L 

of'specific abilities' holds gOOd, ~ correlation between 

columns of correlational coefficients should average about 

O. If the theory of 'levels', or the almost universal 

belief in. 'types,,' is COrl"ect, then the meRn correlation 

between columns should be a low minus value. To make this 

clear suppude we assume that there are three'types'; let us 

designate them by the Roman numerals I ', II, and III. 

Suppose three tests had been chosen from each of these 

'ty}-)es'·, let us designate these as I ' I and I II u 1.-11 " " ,. 

112-' and 113 , III" 111.1-' and II~ 

In studyin~ the table like the one given 1:l~re ,,'here the 

correlations between the tests are pooled, we can see 
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I, 1.2 I,. II, II,t. lIs III, III,! 111.1 

I, h h 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I.t h h 1 1 1 1 1 1 

11 h h 1 1 L 1 1 1 

II, 1 I I h h I I 1 

I lot 1 I 1 h h 1 1 1 

IIJ I 1 1 h h 1 1 1 

III, 1 1 1 1 1 1 h h 

III" 1 1 1 1 1 1 h h 

1113 I 1 I 1 1 1 h h 

Note: In this table h means high oorrelation; 1 means 

low oorrelation. Acoording to the theory the testa with

in one'type' TIill correlate high with one another; those • 

within different'types' will give a low value when correl-

ated. 
--------------------------------------------------------~-

that there are two kinds of columns. They are arranged as 

follows: 

Pairs of columna be
longing to the same level. 

I, 12., 
h h 

1 I 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Pairs of columns be
longing to different levels. 

I, II, 
h 1 

h 1 

1 h 

1 h 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
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When the columns belonB' to the s~'l me' type' the high coeffio-

ients will come in corresponding places, so that the cor

relation between the columns will be positive. When the 

columns belonB' to different 'types', the high coefficients 

always come in non-corresponding plaoes, so that the cor-

relation between the columns is negative. Since there are 

more pairs 0: columns belone;ing to different levels than 

to the same one, one would expect the mean value of the .., 

correlation to ne low and negative, (See note) 

Now, let us return to the three theories, ~e have seen 

that the theory of specific abilities demands that the 

correlations betTIeen oolumns approach 0, and that the 

theory of 'types' demands a low neGative oorrela~ion, 

However, if the true theory is that or a 'general common 

factor' the correlf.tions between the columns should be 

positive and hieh, 

By examining the table of correlations given on the 

following page we can see that the average correlations 
kh.-

are high; especiall~T do we find thiS~ the caae if we remem-. 
ber that these correlations are all the'raw'figures, If 

~ 
we eliminate ~fie~ testa ~ whiefi tA8 prob~blo 8FFQr is 

E-&ther bteh, we find that this averaee is 64 which is a , 
very high fignre, [~f. 10 fl 

Note: This P1'6b"f ia based on that given by Hart and 

Spearman. 





See the supplemental file for a full version of this chart. 

104. • • • 
or, • be ~ 

~ ~ ,0 • ~ ..-f Q) 

~ ~ 0 ~ A H 
0 0 Dl • S S ~ O'J OJ M H ~ 
II) $ 0 OJ ~ 11 0 0 
~-.. fH ~ 'H ..:; H Cfl ct-i 

.' . 
• CD • II) . ~ • • • 

bJ ~ S CD ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 $ ~ 0 0 CD H ~ H rr.. 0 l2t H Cfl 

Logicnl llerlory. 51 36 86 . 75 74 87 81 

::tote IIemory 51 70 63 13 77 59 67 

Merlory for Objects 36 70 17 -09 45 43 35 

Free Association 86 63 17 56 84 80 74 

Controlled Association 75 13 -09 56 38 45 60 

Lea.rnin~ nonsense Syllables 74 77 45 84 38 73 71 

JJearning I .. et ters for Digits 87 59 43 80 45 73 81 

I:earnine Symbols for Letters 81 67 35 74 60 71 81 

Learning Poetry 78 74 45 88 25 88 89 77 

nange of letters 41 94 52 60 09 71 50 70 

Piotures 72 06 03 66 42 54 54 46 

Poetry 84 72 49 88 32 83 89 77 

spot Pat tern 54 37 75 24 11 47 51 42 

Mechanical Ability 54 03 -05 29 79 68 37 59 

Forvmrd Read ing 65 65 15 87 43 62 62 58 

Complicated Prose I 96 58 41 65 65 76 93 76 

Complicated Prose II 75 24 33 48 62 61 72 57 

Scholastic ~ecords 81 23 -18 78 84 50 66 74 

Imputed Intelligence 94 63 35 91 62 89 74 89 

Tapping 56 61 38 70 07 68 47 55 

Avernge 71 52 32 66 42 67 66 66 

liote: The fienreH in tLe ahcve U. hIe [. ret 0 t (; rChd 
t-' •• ~ hii!ldrecHhu. 
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H H 

H 

• 
~ o : 
o 

96 75 

• 
r-f 
o 

..c:: 
o 
rIJ 

81 

• 
r-f 
r-f 
Q) 
~ 

s:: 
H 

• 
~ 

H 

94 56 

74 94 06 72 37 03 65 58 24 23 63 61 

45 52 03 49 75 -05 15 41 33 -18 35 38 

88 60 66 88 24 29 87 65 48 78 91 70 

25 09 42 32 11 79 43 65 62 84 62 07 

88 71 54 83 47 68 62 76 61 50 89 68 

89 50 54 88 51 37 62 93 72 66 74 47 

77 70 46 77 42 59 58 76 57 74 89 55 

70 62 97 50 18 69 83 52 55 89 76 

70 07 69 30 04 56 46 12 30 60 63 

62 07 

97 69 66 

66 48 36 37 60 49 60 72 69 

60 17 67 87 53 61 89 77 

50 30 48 60 26 -09 52 62 14 53 41 

18 04 36 17 26 01 43 75 61 55 -05 

69 56 37 67 -09 01 67 13 56 66 63 

83 46 60 87 52 43 67 

52 12 49 53 62 75 13 77 

77 75 91 48 

56 71 06 

55 30 60 61 14 61 56 75 56 77 31 

89 60 72 89 53 55 66 91 71 77 67 

76 63 69 77 41 -05 63 48 06 31 67 

68 47 47 69 40 35 49 68 50 53 72 49 
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By pooling the averages of the columns we get .55" 

a figure rather high in itself. But suppose we eliminate 

the following tests: memory for objects, controlled assoo

iation, range of letters, range of pictures, spot pattern, 

mechanical ability, forward reading, and tapping +tA8 ~ro~

a'Ble eI!'EH" in tliese test-s-i8 a li~t;le hi~fieI" ths!\ it 8AOUl.d 

be for the r8Blllt~ bo be ftboeelute 1y reli,,:Q184. The average 

for the remaining tests is' . 64 • In order to make my res-

ults more comprehensive, I have also correlated four pairs 

of columns; 

Logical memory with scholastic record .80. 

Logical memory ~ith imputed intelligence .77. 

Free Association with substituting 

letters for digits .62 

Learning poetry with complicated 

prose number I. .53 

This gives an average of .68 These figures, if correoted, 

would be very high indeed. 

The experiment as Ii whole gives essentially th6 same 

results as those found by Abelson, Burt, Hart, and Spearman. 

When we face the three theories with the results given 
$~ 

above, it is at once evident that ~A6I NQIiI1 9Sl'!!ld8~1i support 

is given to the theory of the 'general common factor', 
~rl~~~~ 

while the ~~esftcsJ&re eSRtra4iete4 j~~ alii Qeeisive~ 
~ 1ZA-V~jH'y4--. 

as t]:;).ey were .. Hi the En~lioh stud i8&. 

We must conclude, then, that in general, if an indi v-
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idual is good in one thing, he is very apt to be good at 

other thin~s. Especiall~T is this true if the subject shows 

decided ability ~the performance at which he is tested. 

The 'general common factor' will tend to make him proficient 

in everything undertaken. This is shown on the table given 

on the following page where the subjects are arranged in 

each test accordine to rank. For example, Miss Franks · 

first when all the tests ', are pooled together l (this grade is 

based on mere rank order and not. on order ~s would be given 

by the tables where 50 is an average); she has no rank 

lower than 4; in fact, she has only three ranks of : 4; .' ; 

the remaining ranks are 1, 2, and 3,mostly 1 and 2. In 

contrast let us consider Mr. B who has the lowest average 

rank; he has one rank of 6, three ranks of 7, five ranks 

of 8, and eleven ranks of 9. In order to make our illus

trations complete, let us consider Miss Gt' s marks as 

representative of the work of a medium type of student. 

She has one rank 1, three ranks (. of.:. e, two ranks of 7, 
. 'U..- ~ MA--~.el--, 

her other ranks are : 3, 4, 5, and 6. ~~i8, it~mB te me, 
~ .-l~vl ~( k~ ~ ~ ~. ~ U~~'/-
~ eonclheiv8 Qv~enee thet tao minQ of an ifiai~iaRal w111 
-r~( ~ ,... ~l f. 

funotion with fll'etty neal' the 08198 c1egFee of efficiency, 

whatever the ts~k Rndertaken. 

Although the 'general common factor' is, as Spearman 

Bays, the chief explanation of the factB stated in the 

above paraeraph, still we mUHt not draw the conclusion 

that it is the only thing whioh governs our aotions. 

Indeed it would Beem that each perforr:ance requires certain 

'specific abilities' as well as the 'general oommon faotor'. 
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~ ~ 0 A r~ IZi 0 ~ H 

CD m CD CD CD CD • . CD • CD ·m m m co 
J.. ~ ..-i ~ i1 • ..ti ..-i ..-i ~ ~ ~ :=tl :a ~ 

LogicRl Memory. 1 9 5 7 8 4 6 2 2 

R.ote 1,!emor~T 3 9 7 5 5 1 8 2 :3 

Memory for Objects 2 9 1 .... 6 2 8 7 2 .~ 

Free Association 4 ., 6 8 9 2 5 1 3 

Controlled Association 1 8 5 6 9 4 3 2 7 

Lenrnine Nonsense Syllables t'\ 8 5 5 9 1 7 ' 4 3 r .. 

Learnine Letters fOr Digits. 2 9 8 6 7 3 5 4 1 

Learning Symbols for Letters 2 9 8 7 6 1 4 2 5 

Learning Poetry 3 9 5 8 6 1 6 4 1 

Range of Letters 4 9 7 6 3 1 8 2 5 

Pictures 5 7 4 9 8 2 3 6 1 

Poetry 3 9 5 8 6 2 7 4 L 

Spot Pattern 2 9 1 7 5 3 6 8 4 

Mechanical Ability 2 8 6 4 9 3 1 5 ., 
Forward Reading 4 ., 6 5 "8 3 8 1 2 

Complicated Prose I 1 9 5 7 8 4 6 3 2 

Complicated Prose II 1 8 6 5 9 3 3 7 2 

ScholRstic Records 1 6 8 9 7 4 3 2 5 

Imputed Intellieence 2 9 6 7 8 1 5 4 3 

Tappine 6 8 3 9 6 1 5 3 2 

Final ~anking. 2 9 6 7 8 1 5 4 3 
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These, however, are small (but we are not justified in 

saying 'insigni fic~ntr) when compared with the 'oommon factor! 

The results and conclusions secured by studying the 
"""~~ new data of this experiment are ~lBoat ia~CWith those 

secured by Hart and Spearman. 
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